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ABSTRACT
The ASB recently proposed that auditors explicitly assess fraud risk and document
their plaimed response to the level of fraud risk. Researchers and practitioners have
recommended that auditors perform separate risk assessments for intentional
misstatements (e.g., management fraud) and unintentional misstatements (e.g., errors) in
order to improve auditors' ability to detect fraud. This study examines the effects of this
requirement on auditors' plarming decisions. In comparison with auditors who make
combined inherent risk assessments, auditors who make a separate inherent risk
assessment are expected to spend more time attending to fraud cues and react to changes
in fraud risk indicators more readily. Additionally, auditors who make separate risk
assessments are expected to report less confidence in their fraud risk assessment when
compared to their error risk assessment due to the difficulty of interpreting the
implications of strategic behavior.
A computerized test instrument monitored auditors' time attending to fraud cues.
Four versions of the software manipulated, between subjects, the type of inherent risk
assessment required (i.e., separate assessments for intentional and unintentional
misstatements or a combined assessment) and the indicators of ft^ud risk in an audit case
(i.e. 'low' or 'high' fraud risk). Auditors' planning decisions are used to measure their
response to the indicators of fraud risk.
Evidence of the effects of performing a separate fraud risk assessment may
provide policy makers with information to evaluate the economics of the ASB's proposed
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policy change. Data analyses indicate that auditors who separately assessed fraud risk
used significantly more time attending to the fraud cues. Additionally, the group who
separately assessed fraud

risk budgeted significantly more hours for the case that

indicated higher fraud risk than the lower fraud risk case while the other group reported
no significant difference in planned hours.

Analyses of audit procedure selections

revealed no significant differences between groups suggesting that auditors do not modify
the nature of their audit tests as a response to perceived fraud risk. Finally, comparisons
of auditors' confidence in their risk assessments showed that they were significantly less
confident in their fraud risk assessment than in their error risk assessment.
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ASSESSING THE RISK OF FRAUD IN AUDIT PLANNING
I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Recently, the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) issued an exposure draft of an
auditing standard that will require auditors to assess and document the risk of fraud' and
modify their audit plans to respond to changes in fraud risk [Auditing Standards Board
1996], The experiment reported in this paper investigates whether this requirement to
explicitly assess fraud risk will lead auditors to design audit plans that are more sensitive
to fraud risk. Auditors' ability to detect fraud has received significant attention from
researchers, practitioners, and legislators [Albrecht & Willingham 1993, Baron et al.
1977, Bemardi 1994, National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting 1987,
Winters & Sullivan 1994], Fraud detection continues to trouble policy-makers. For
example, the Public Oversight Board (POB) stated:
No problem confronting the (auditing) profession is as demanding, or as
difficult to resolve as the problem of management fraud and its detection
by auditors. . . . (T)he profession must accept responsibility for the
detection of fraud . .. (and) develop means of increasing significantly the
likelihood of detecting fiaud [Public Oversight Board 1993, p. 42].
Researchers, practitioners, and standard setters recognize that audit strategies which are
designed to detect unintentional misstatements may not be effective at detecting fraud due

'

In this paper, the term fraud refers to intentionally misstating the financial statements.
Other terms used to describe this phenomenon are fraudulent financial reporting and
management fraud.
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to the potential for strategic behavior (e.g., falsifying documents [see e.g. AICPA 1994,
AU § 316.07, Bloomfield 1995, Fellingham & Newman 1985, Johnson et al. 1993,
Shibano 1990, and Srivastava et al. 1993]. Explicitly assessing fraud risk has been
recommended as an audit planning task that will improve auditors' ability to detect fraud
[Loebbecke et al. 1989, Shibano 1990, Srivastava et al. 1993, and Winters & Sullivan
1994].This paper contributes to the profession's effort to improve auditors' ability to
detect fraud by investigating some costs and benefits of the ASB's proposed policy.
Results from this research may be of interest to policy-makers as they weigh the costs and
benefits of potential policies. Benefits of explicit fiaud risk assessments may accrue if
this task leads to improved fraud detection or deterrence, or auditors' ability to defend
themselves in court is enhanced. To improve firaud detection, auditors will need to either
appropriately increase their sensitivity to fraud risk factors and effectively modify their
audit plans as a response to changes in fiaud risk or they will need to systematically
allocate effective fiaud detection resources to all audits. Possible costs of this policy
include the direct costs of explicitly assessing fraud risk on every audit and, potentially,
uniform increases in audit work.
•

Although Statement on Auditing Standards no. 53 (SAS 53) implies that auditors have
the responsibility to assess fiaud risk [AICPA 1994, AU § 316.05], explicit assessments
of fiaud risk separate from error risk are not required or generally practiced. The POB
expressed its belief that if auditors would comply with the spirit of SAS 53 and consider
fraud risk in their planning that fraud detection would be enhanced. However, the POB
also acknowledged that ..auditors are not consistently complying with (SAS 53) . . ."
[POB 1993 p. 42]. The ASB's proposal addresses the POB's concern by requiring
documented evidence of a separate consideration of the risk of fraud.
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This paper focuses on the fraud detection aspect of the ASB's policy and is the
first to investigate the effects of performing a separate fraud risk assessment on auditors'
sensitivity to fraud risk factors. Presumably, requiring auditors to explicitiy assess fraud
risk should lead to different audit plans. If, absent a requirement to assess fraud risk,
auditors are sensitive to fraud risk factors then the ASB's proposal may not result in
changes in audit plans and fraud detection benefits may not accrue. This research is an
important first step that may assist in the evaluation of the ASB's proposal by providing
theory and evidence indicating that making a separate fraud risk assessment will lead to
audit plans that are more sensitive to fraud risk factors.
The theory developed in this paper posits that explicitly assessing the risk of
intentional misstatement will influence auditors' use of knowledge regarding fiaud and
focus their attention on relevant fiaud cues. To understand how separately assessing the
risk of fiaud may influence auditors' use of knowledge, consider the effects of current risk
assessment practice on auditors' use of knowledge. In this paper, current risk assessment
practice is viewed as a task that directs auditors' attention to factors related to inherent
and control risk. Without a policy requiring explicit risk assessments, some risk factors
may be overlooked. For example, explicitly assessing inherent risk may prompt auditors
to consider factors such as the nature of the client's business, related parties, and the
susceptibility of an account to defalcation [Arens and Loebbecke 1994]. Potentially,
considering these factors during risk assessment influences the effectiveness and/or the
efficiency of audit plans. For example, prior to policies requiring inherent and control
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risk assessments, an auditor may have habitually relied on control tests. For firms with
weak controls, relying on control tests may lead to an inefficient or ineffective audit
approach. Thus, requiring explicit inherent and control risk assessments diuing planning
may lead auditors to utilize their knowledge to tailor more efficient or effective audit
plans.
Contrasting the prevailing practice with the ASB's proposal may help predict the
effects of separately assessing fraud risk.

Current risk assessment practice is often

described as that of evaluating the risk of a misstatement without distinguishing between
different types of misstatements (e.g., intentional and unintentional) [e.g., Arens and
Loebbecke 1994, Rittenberg and Schwieger 1994, and Robertson 1993].

Auditors

generally assess the inherent risk of misstatement ignoring internal controls (hereafter
holistic risk assessments) both at the assertion and at the account level [AICPA 1994,
SAS 39 & 47]. Formally assessing the risk of intentional misstatements may direct
auditors' attention to consider incremental factors related to the presence of fraud.
Assuming there are substantive differences between audit plans designed to discover
fiaudulent misstatements and audit plans designed to detect unintentional misstatements,
incremental information gained by separately assessing the inherent risk of intentional
and unintentional misstatements (hereafter decomposed risk assessments) may be used
to tailor audit plans to detect fraud [Loebbecke et al. 1989].
This paper presents results from a field experiment with practicing auditors from
two Big-Six auditing firms. The experiment was designed to test whether requiring a
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separate fraud risk assessment affects auditors' planning decisions.

Specifically, the

experiment tested the proposition that auditors who make a separate fraud risk assessment
will direct more attention to relevant fraud cues and design audit plans that are more
sensitive to indicators of fraud risk

relative to auditors who make holistic risk

assessments. The experimental tasks involved risk assessments and planning judgments.
Two between-subject variables were manipulated as follows: (1) the type of inherent risk
assessments participants made (i.e., holistic or decomposed) and (2) indicators of the
inherent risk of fraud (i.e., red flag

cues).

By design, approximately half of the

participants in each risk assessment condition evaluated a client with cues indicating
relatively 'high' fraud risk while the others evaluated a 'low' risk client. The sensitivity of
the two groups (i.e., holistic and decomposed) to the risk factors is evaluated by their
decisions regarding planned hours and audit procedures.
Comparisons of budget data indicate that separately assessing the risk of fraud
resulted in changes in the extent of planned audit effort. Specifically, comparisons of
total budgeted hours less participants' stated hours for a typical audit between the 'low'
and 'high' risk groups hours were significantly (p < .03) different for the auditors who
separately assessed fraud risk while auditors who made holistic risk assessments showed
no significant difference in hours between risk groups {p > .29). In addition, analyses of
total budgeted hours indicate that making a separate fraud risk

assessment leads to

significant overall budget increases. These results indicate that making a separate fraud
risk assessment leads to a main effect increase in hours budgeted and to an interaction
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between type of risk assessment made and risk level. Interestingly, the interaction results
indicate that, when fraud risk is low, audit efficiencies may help offset the main effect
increase in hours that results from performing a separate fraud risk assessment.
In addition to investigating the effects of decomposition on the extent of plaimed
audit effort, this project also investigates the effects of decomposition on the nature of
plarmed audit tests.

Specifically, comparisons of participants' selections of audit

procedures indicate that decomposition did not result in significant differences in the
nature of audit tests selected. One plausible explanation for this result is that auditors do
not know how to modify their mix of audit tests in order to reduce detection risk related
to fraud. Given these results, identifying ways that auditors can modify the nature of their
audit plans as a response to fraud risk is an especially fhiitflil endeavor for future
research.
This paper also contributes to issues relevant to the general literature on judgment
and decision making: (I) The effects of decomposition on auditors' information search.
(2) The effects of decomposition on auditors' second-order uncertainty or confidence
regarding their risk assessments. Analyses of auditors' information search indicate that
those who made decomposed risk assessments used significantly more time (p < .03)
considering red flag cues than auditors who made holistic risk assessments. Interestingly,
the increase in time included a marginally significant interaction suggesting that auditors
who made decomposed risk assessments appeared to direct their attention to the red flag
cues. Results regarding second-order uncertainty appear consistent with the conjecture
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that auditors who make decomposed risk assessments will have significantly less
confidence in their fraud

risk assessments than in their error risk assessments.

Furthermore, the increase in SOU for the fraud risk assessment over the error risk
assessment was found to be a fimction of the risk indicated by the red flag cues after
controlling for auditors' first-order risk assessments. This indicates that the cause of the
increased uncertainty was due to the inability to rely on ambiguous client information
when red flag cues indicate that the risk of strategic behavior on the part of the client is
relatively high.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews
relevant prior literamre and develops hypotheses predicting the effects of performing
decomposed risk assessments on auditors' information search, planning decisions, and
second-order uncertainty. Section III describes the experiment. Section IV presents
statistical tests and discusses the results of these tests. Section V provides concluding
remarks.
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II. LITERATURE RE VIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

Risk Assessment
During the 1970s and 1980s many audit firms incorporated risk assessment as a
key component of their audit approach [Gushing et al. 1995]. Today, the audit literature
contains much guidance on risk assessment. The audit risk model defines the auditor's
goal as that of reducing audit risk (AR) to an acceptably low level. AR is the risk that the
auditor fails to detect a material misstatement in the financial statements. In the audit risk
model, AR is decomposed into the risk that financial statement misstatements exist before
the audit (Auditee Risk) and the risk that the auditor fails to detect a misstatement
(Detection Risk). Detection risk (DR) is controlled by the nature, timing, and extent of
the audit work while auditee risk is assessed by the auditor and assumed to be unaffected
by the current audit.
The decomposition of audit risk in the audit risk model has been viewed as a form
of structure that assists auditors in planning an effective and efficient audit [Messier
1995].

In their risk assessments, auditors generally decompose auditee risk into inherent

risk (IR) and control risk (CR). IR is the risk that a misstatement may occur independent
of internal controls while CR is the risk that the entity's controls fail to prevent or detect
(and correct) a misstatement. The audit risk model can be expressed as: AR = IR x CR x
DR. This decomposition of audit risk directs the auditor to consider aspects of the
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auditee's environment that may lead to effective and efficient audit plans. For example,
assessing IR may help the auditor leam where misstatements are likely to exist. Based on
assessed CR for those areas, the auditor determines the efficacy of testing controls to limit
DR. The auditor then settles on an audit plan including the specific audit tests, the audit
resources used to perform the tests (e.g., staff experience and hours), and the timing of
audit tests.
Waller (1994) notes that a behavioral-economics approach to risk assessment
seeks to find innovative ways for auditors to reduce the analysis and/or opportunity costs
associated with risk assessment. Decomposing audit risk is viewed as a simplification
which is worthwhile if it results in improved trade-offs in costs. The focus of this study is
to evaluate some costs and benefits of another possible decomposition in risk assessment
(i.e. to decompose AR into intentional and unintentional risks). As this decomposition is
simply one of many alternative decompositions in risk assessment, theoretical reasons for
decomposing AR into the risk of intentional and unintentional misstatements follow.
Fraud Detection
Shibano (1990) states that, because the statistical theory supporting the audit risk
model does not allow for the possibility of strategic behavior, "the existing (audit risk)
model guides auditors' judgment in auditing for errors, but not in auditing for
irregularities" [Shibano 1990, p. Ill], Shibano recommends that auditors separately
assess strategic and non-strategic audit risk.

The intuition behind the need for separate

risk assessments rests on the assumption that audit procedures that are effective at
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detecting unintentional misstatements may not be as effective at detecting intentional
misstatements because of strategic behavior.

Thus, auditors may need to consider

different procedures to reduce DR for intentional and unintentional misstatements.
Because the audit risk model does not incorporate strategic behavior, it must be used
heuristically when the risk of intentional misstatement exists. Shibano (1990) argues that
heuristically combining the risk of intentional and unintentional misstatements may result
in audits that fail to compensate for differences between intentional and unintentional
misstatements. The number of audit failures involving ftaud may be an indicator of this
argument's validity [Palmrose 1987 and POB 1993].
Fraud authorities indicate that there is a set of red flag cues that covary with fraud
[Albrecht et al. 1982, Elliott and Willingham 1980, Romney et al. 1980, Wells et al.
1993]. Prior research documents the validity of many of these cues [Bell et al. 1993 and
Loebbecke et al. 1989],

Audit firms commonly use checklists to assist them in

considering these cues. Pincus (1989) reports an experiment that randomly assigned the
use of a red flags checklist to approximately half of a sample of 137 in-charge auditors at
a large CPA firm. Two cases (fraud present and absent) were administered between
auditors. The experimental task required auditors to evaluate the likelihood that material
fraud existed for the client using a 0-100 scale. Pincus's results indicate that checklist use
was dysfunctional for the fraud case as non-users outperformed users.

Her analysis

suggests two potential sources of the checklist users' dysfunction; (1) a failure to consider
relevant cues not incorporated in the checklist and (2) an overemphasis on low predictive
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cues and an underemphasis on high predictive cues. Similar results are reported on
general risk assessment accuracy in Waller and Zimbelman (1995). Bell et al. (1993)
cites Pincus's results as support for a statistical decision aid that mechanically combines
cues that have significant predictive ability. If Pincus's results are generalizable to routine
fraud checklist use, then audit policy-makers may want to encourage new ways of
increasing auditors' sensitivity to red flag cues. Exploring the effects of decomposing risk
assessments on auditors' planning decisions is one avenue that may further our
understanding of auditors' sensitivity to fraud risk factors.
Decomposition and Decision Making
Decomposition in decision making entails a 'divide and conquer* approach to
problem solving. Raiflfa (1968) described the approach as follows:
Decompose a complex problem into simpler problems, get one's thinking
straight in these simpler problems, paste these analyses together with a
logical glue, and come out with a program for action [Raiffa 1968, p. 271].
Prior research suggests that decomposition allows individuals to clarify their thinking by
more effectively considering the "manageable chunks" of their decision [e.g., Beach et al.
1976]. Early research on decomposition investigated the effects of decomposition on
objective decisions and reports that accuracy increased when problems were decomposed
[Armstrong et al. 1975 and Gettys et al. 1973]. Armstrong et al. (1975) hypothesizes that
when problems are decomposed into smaller subproblems, accuracy will increase because
decision makers will consider more factors than when making a holistic judgment. Their
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results indicated that accuracy was generally higher for the group that made decomposed
decisions when compared with the group that made holistic decisions. Kleinmuntz et al.
(1995) provides experimental data that investigates the effects of decomposition on
decision makers' response errors. They provide experimental results which are consistent
with their theory that the accuracy benefits of decomposition result from a reduction in
random response errors and a regression of extreme responses towards their mean [see
also KJeinmuntz 1990, Ravinder and Kleinmuntz 1991, and Ravinder et al. 1988].
While extensive prior research has documented the effects of decomposition on
decision makers' accuracy, the effects of decomposition on information search have not
been documented.

This study is not pursuing the mathematical decomposition and

recombination of inherent risk assessments but rather the effects on behavior of
decomposing the risk cissessment task. The next section draws upon research in cognitive
science to describe a theory that predicts the effects of decomposition on information
search and develops a framework for predicting the behavioral effects of performing
decomposed risk assessments.
Decomposition and Cognition
Experience in a domain (e.g. auditing) results in knowledge structures that are
used to encode and recall information from memory [Rumelhart 1980]. Knowledge
structures function to identify cues to causality [Mandler 1979, Einhom & Hogarth
1986], guide cognitive processes such as encoding and recalling information [Neisser
1976], store frequency knowledge [Hintzman et al. 1982], and infer the values of missing
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information [Minsky 1975].

In relatively complex settings, such as auditing,

boundedly-rational individuals have difficulty focusing all their relevant knowledge on
the task at hand and instead allocate their limited processing capacity to a subset of
available cues [Bimberg and Shields 1984]. Many researchers assert that individuals
simplify the decision making process and consider the costs and benefits [see, e.g.. Beach
and Mitchell 1978, Beach et al. 1986, Connolly 1980, and Payne 1982].

One

simplification is to decompose complex decisions.
Pitz and Sachs (1984) describe the cognitive activities leading to judgments. The
cognitive tasks that they identify include representation of the problem, identification of
relevant features of the problem, retrieval of information from memory, and evaluation of
pertinent information.

In this paper the audit policy that guides risk assessments is

viewed as a framework that directs these cognitive activities. A policy that decomposes
risk assessment serves to guide the auditor's problem representation, identification of
relevant cues, and information search.
Risk assessment can be viewed as a process of mapping a knowledge base (K)
pertaining to a misstatement (M) into an uncertainty measure, P|^(M) [Waller and
Zimbelman 1995]. A given knowledge base available to an auditor is expected to contain
information that is relevant to auditing either for unintentional misstatements or for
intentional misstatements, but not necessarily for both. When required to make a risk
assessment, an auditor may activate from memory a knowledge structure that facilitates
the necessary information processing [Waller and Mitchell 1991].

For example, in
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assessing the risk of a misstatement in accounts receivable an auditor may utilize a causal
model which evaluates the complexity of transactions relative to the competence of
accounting persormel and assess P^CM). Given this assessment the auditor may plan to
examine shipping documents as an alternative procedure for non-reply receivable
confirmations to provide assurance that receivables are not misstated. However, suppose
that audit policy requires the auditor to assess the risk of fraud in accounts receivable. In
this case, the auditor may activate knowledge of a different causal model that considers
management integrity and incentives. If the auditor perceives that a heightened risk of
fi^ud exists, he or she may require more rigorous or extensive work on non-reply
confirmations due to the possibility of deceptive behavior on the part of management
(e.g., falsifying shipping records). This example illustrates how the fraud risk assessment
task may influence the knowledge structure an auditor activates (or the attention given to
items in a given knowledge structure) and thereby influence the potential effectiveness or
efficiency of an audit plan.
Waller (1994) notes that a benefit of decomposing risk assessments may be that
auditors will utilize more of their knowledge base as they attend to each component risk
assessment task. Brown and Lindley (1982) describe the knowledge base of a decision
maker in terms of a psychological field comprising:
. . . anything which may be actually or potentially in his mind.... Usually
(the decision maker) will only consider part of his psychological field but
may extend this part by including extra material. Such an extension will
be referred to as "digging" in his psychological field (p. 120).
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In a holistic risk assessment, the auditor is most likely to draw upon that knowledge (both
external and internal) that he or she regularly accesses.

Decompositions may be

constructed that focus auditors on a less familiar subset of their available knowledge base.
The effect of decomposing risk assessments may be to prime the auditor to internalize
cues that are less familiar yet relevant to the decomposed risk assessments.
Assume that an auditor has two knowledge structures of how a misstatement (M)
may be generated: U is his or her knowledge structure of the process and covariates of an
unintentional misstatement while F is for an intentional (fraudulent) misstatement.
Because auditors do not experience fraud as frequently as they do errors [Loebbecke et al.
1989] their knowledge structures for fraud are likely to be less elaborate than their
knowledge structures for errors [Bonner 1990, Chase & Simon 1973, Chi et al. 1988,
Johnson et al. 1993, etc.]. If an auditor has more experience with the unintentional
misstatement then he or she may be more likely to activate U and not activate F. During
planning, the auditor may gather relevant information required by U while failing to
collect information relevant to F. The auditor's risk assessment will map U into PL(M).
By requiring an explicit assessment of the risk of fraud, the auditor may also activate F
and attend to relevant information required for mapping F into PF(M). This discussion
leads to the following proposition: requiring a separate assessment of the risk of fraud
will lead auditors to more comprehensively utilize their available knowledge of fraud and
thereby direct them to search for cues deemed relevant by that knowledge.
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Information Search
Searching information and "digging" in his or her psychological field will require
the auditor's time. Rosman, et. al. (1996) provide evidence that auditors' information
search is affected by the environmental features of the task setting.

This study

investigates the effects of the demands of the task on auditors' information search. The
task of separately assessing the risk of fraud will require auditors to activate knowledge
related to fraud which is not as likely to be activated when a holistic risk assessment is
made. Activating previously idle fraud knowledge is expected to alter the set of cues
deemed pertinent by the auditor and thus lead to more time contemplating red flag cues.
Assuming that fraud cues do not perfectly covary with error cues,^ this discussion leads to
the following hypothesis:
HI: Auditors who make decomposed risk assessments will spend more time
attending to red flag cues than auditors who assess risk holistically.
The previous discussion describes the effects of decomposing risk assessments on
auditors' cognitive processes.

Mock and Wright (1993) provide field evidence that

auditors' planning decisions vary with perceptions of client risk factors. The next section
discusses the expected effects of decomposition on auditors' plarming decisions.

^

The literature on assessing fraud risk suggests that the cues are not the same for the two
types of misstatements. For example, while the risk of error is considered to be a
function of the complexity of transactions and the competence of personnel and systems,
the risk of fraud is believed to be a function of the motivation and character of personnel
[Albrecht et al. 1982],
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Audit Planning Decisions
As described above, auditors who perform decomposed risk assessments will be
more likely to spend time attending to fraud risk factors relative to auditors who perform
holistic risk assessments. Given that audit plans are designed in response to client risk
factors [Mock and Wright 1993], the increased sensitivity to fraud risk factors that results
from performing decomposed risk assessments should translate into audit planning
decisions that are more likely to vary with fraud risk factors. This discussion leads to the
following proposition: Due to an increased awareness of fraud risk factors, auditors who
make decomposed risk assessments will develop audit plans that are more sensitive to
changes in fraud risk

factors when compared with auditors who make holistic risk

assessments.
Given differences in the potential for various audit plans to detect misstatements,
auditors' sensitivity to fraud risk factors can be measured by the effectiveness of their
audit plans at detecting intentional misstatements.

The case used in this study

manipulates (between subjects) fraud risk factors such that one version is indicative of a
'high' risk of fraud and the other indicates a 'low' risk of fraud.'' Although auditors may
respond to changes in fraud risk without necessarily modifying their plarmed hours, it is
^

To ensure that this manipulation was effective yet not extreme, pilot tests were run with
practicing auditors and Ph.D. students. The pilot tests indicated that the 'high' risk case
was realistic and signaled a significantly higher likelihood of fraud than the 'low' risk
case. Additionally, the cue manipulations were reviewed by another researcher in the
fraud area who indicated that the manipulations appeared realistic and effective. Finally,
analyses of manipulation check data indicate that participants did perceive the 'high' risk
case to be significantly higher than the 'low' risk case. See Appendix D for the fraud cue
manipulations between risk levels.
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assumed that modifications in their audit plans will result in changes in the extent of
plarmed audit work. For example, auditors who perceive a heightened level of fraud risk
may deem it necessary to examine more of the relatively small receivable balances when
compared with a client who has low fraud risk. Assuming that auditors respond to
changes in fi^ud risk by adjusting their budgeted hours, the sensitivity of participants'
audit plans to fraud risk factors can be evaluated as a function of their budget decisions.
Ideally, auditors' response to a heightened degree of fraud risk should involve more than
just increases in the extent of work but also include selecting audit tests that are more
likely to detect fraud. Assuming auditors know how to modify the nature of their audit
tests to increase the likelihood of fiaud detection and that they perceive that some audit
procedures to be more effective at detecting fiaud than other procedures then they also
may adjust their mix of planned audit tests in response to changes in firaud risk. H2 and
H3 summarize this discussion:
H2: As fiaud risk increases (decreases), auditors who make decomposed risk
assessments will be more likely to increase (decrease) planned audit hours
in comparison with auditors who make holistic risk assessments.
H3: As fraud risk increases (decreases), auditors who make decomposed risk
assessments will be more likely to plan audit tests which are perceived to
be more (less) effective at detecting fiaud in comparison with auditors who
make holistic risk assessments."

Perceptions of the effectiveness of the various procedures at detecting fiaud and errors
were obtained from a small group of highly experienced auditors (i.e. senior managers
and partners) and the participants themselves.
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Research in decision theory supports the conjecture that confidence in a decision
is a function of the type of information used to support the decision maker's beliefs
[Pennington and Hastie 1988]. Performing decomposed risk assessments may influence
auditors' confidence in their risk assessments by influencing the information supporting
their risk assessments.

Second-order uncertainty (SOU) is an inverse measiu-e of

confidence in a belief and has been used to model the amount of evidence auditors collect
[Waller and Felix 1984]. Hypotheses about the effects of decomposition on SOU follow.
Second-Order Uncertainty
A seminal contribution to early research on SOU described what is now known as
the Ellsberg Paradox [Ellsberg 1961]. In one version of this paradox, four lotteries (Rl,
Wl, R2, and W2) are set up. Lottery RI (Wl) pays $100 if a red (white) ball is selected
firom an um and zero if a white (red) ball is selected. For lotteries Rl and Wl, subjects
are told that the bails are selected from um I where the proportions of red and white balls
are 50/50.

Thus, when offered a choice between Rl and Wl, most people show

indifference. For lotteries R2 and W2 the payments are the same as in lotteries Rl and
Wl, but the balls are now selected from um 2 which has uncertain proportions of red and
white balls. Because subjects have no reason to believe that the proportion of red balls
exceeds that of the white balls (or visa versa), most people also show indifference
between lotteries R2 and W2. Indifference between lotteries Rl and Wl and lotteries R2
and W2 represent a rational expectation that a subject's winnings under any lottery will be
S50. The paradox arises when subjects are given a choice between lotteries Rl and R2
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and lotteries W1 and W2. Although both lotteries Rl and R2 pay $100 if a red ball is
selected and both lotteries have expected winnings of $50, most people prefer lottery Rl.
Under rational choice theory, choosing lottery Rl over R2 implies that lottery W2 should
be chosen over lottery Wl. However, when given a choice between W1 and W2 most
people prefer Wl. Ellsberg (1961) showed that this preference pattern violates expected
utility dieory and suggested that decisions are influenced by the uncertainty in a set of
information. The Ellsberg Paradox inspired a vast amount of subsequent experimental
work that indicates that information that reduces (second-order) uncertainty about a
(first-order) belief influences decisions [see Camerer and Weber 1992 for a review].
In auditing, first-order uncertainty can be viewed as die auditor's "... uncertainty
about whether the client's financial statements contain a material (misstatement) and . . .
second-order uncertainty . . . (is) about whether a set of audit evidence provides support
for a conclusion about the first-order uncertainty" [Waller & Felix 1984, p. 27]. Auditors
gather evidence in order to reduce uncertainty about their first-order assessment of audit
risk. For example, even though in the planning stage an auditor may assess audit risk as
acceptably low, the auditor will collect evidence to sufficiently reduce SOU in this
first-order assessment. In planning, auditors assess inherent and control risk so as to
determine which procedures will effectively and efficiently reduce SOU about audit risk.
By identifying areas of potential risk, auditors can gather more persuasive evidence. By
applying more of their relevant knowledge, auditors can plan audit procedures that will be
more effective or efficient at reducing SOU to an acceptable level. Given this relationship
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between SOU and audit effort, research providing insights on the effects of decomposing
risk assessments on auditors' SOU is pertinent to practice.
Psychology research indicates that SOU is a function of the coherence in the
evidence supporting a subject's decision; when subjects build coherent "stories"
supporting a judgment they report lower SOU (i.e., higher confidence) in their decisions
[Permington & Hastie 1988]. Because auditors experience fraud infirequently [Loebbecke
et al. 1989], they may not have developed an elaborate knowledge structure that considers
firaud cues. Taylor (1995) and Waller (1994) provide evidence indicating that audit
experience leads to lower SOU in risk assessments. Encountering idiosyncratic fraud
cues will result in a lack offit between the cue and the auditor's knowledge structure, i.e.
he or she will not easily process the implications of the cue. This lack of fit between the
cue and the auditor's knowledge structure may result in increased SOU regarding an
assessment of the risk of fi-aud in comparison with the auditor's SOU regarding an error
risk assessment.
A second factor may lessen the confidence an auditor has in a fraud risk
assessment. The deceptive, strategic behavior involved with firaud (e.g., the client may
falsify audit evidence) is expected to cause auditors to have difficulty assessing the
implications of fraud cues. Encountering cues that indicate a heightened risk of fi^ud
will reduce the auditor's ability to rely on evidence that the client can manipulate. Thus,
SOU will increase if the auditor senses that he or she cannot trust the information which
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is being used to make a risk assessment. In short, assessing the potential for an auditee's
gaming behavior will increase SOU. H4 summarizes this discussion:
H4: Auditors who make decomposed risk assessments will exhibit more SOU
(less confidence) in their assessment of the risk of intentional misstatement
than in their assessment of the risk of unintentional misstatement.
In addition to testing the hypotheses listed above, this paper also provides
descriptive results indicating the effects of decomposition on total audit plarming time.
These results provide insight regarding audit efficiency issues related to making
decomposed risk assessments. The following section discusses the research design and
methodology used to collect data for purposes of testing these hypotheses.
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II. RESEARCH METHOD

This section reviews the major design features incorporated in the experiment.
Specifically, participants and their assignment to the experimental conditions are
discussed next, followed by a discussion of the experimental tasks including the means of
administration, followed by a discussion of how the various dependent measures were
operationalized.
Participants
Materials for 381 cases were mailed to 19 offices of two Big-Six firms. The cases
were administered via computer software in order to collect process tracing data pertinent
to HI. 121 (32%) auditors returned diskettes of which 108 (28%) contained response
data.^ Participants were required to have at least one year audit plarming experience and
were generally seniors and managers who, on average, had 5.5 years of audit experience
(SD=3.0), had performed planning procedures on 30.4 audits (SD=37.3) and had worked
on 50.2 total audits (SD=46.2). Additionally, 29 auditors (27%) reported experience
detecting an average of 1.8 (SD=96) frauds with the remaining 79 auditors (73%)
reporting no experience detecting fraud; the overall average number of frauds detected
was 0.5 (SD=.94).

The software randomly assigned the participants to one of six

conditions as shown in Table 1. Independent samples t tests revealed no significant^
^

Both firms provided support by contacting individuals and writing an introductory memo
to seniors and managers encouraging them to participate. Pilot testing was completed
with both firms to ensure that case materials would not be confiising or unusual.
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differences in any of the above experience measures between the six participant groups as
shown in Table I.®

Approximately half the subjects (58 or 54%) were required to

document holistic IR assessments while the remainder (50 or 46%) documented
decomposed IR assessments. As a control for potential order effects, 58% (42%) of the
subjects who performed decomposed IR assessments received the screen asking for their
assessment of the risk of unintentional misstatements first (second) and the risk of
intentional misstatements second (first). As Table I illustrates, approximately half (55 or
51%) the subjects in each of these conditions evaluated cues indicating 'low' firaud risk
while the remainder (53 or 49%) evaluated cues indicating 'high' fiaud risk.
Task and Administration
The experimental task required auditors to perform plaiming procedures for the
accounts receivable of a hypothetical manufacturing firm; participants received diskettes,
a cover letter from the participating firm, installation instructions, and a return mailer.
The exercise took an average of 54.1 minutes (SD = 21.5) to complete and proceeded as
follows:

First, auditors installed the software and completed a demonstration (see

'

Statistical significance is defined by p < .05 and marginal significance is .05 </? < .10 .

*

However, independent samples t tests revealed a marginally significant two-tailed
difference in number of manufacmring audits performed between risk levels. The 'high'
risk group reported an average of 20.2 (SD=28.1) manufacturing audits while the 'low'
risk group reported a mean of 13.0 (SD=13.3). These differences were significant at
.095. Further contrasts revealed that when comparing between risk levels, the mean
number of manufacturing audits performed was not significantly different for the holistic
group while a marginally significant (two-tailed test, /? < .08) difference was noted for
the group making decomposed risk assessments. To eliminate potential alternative
explanations, this variable was included as a covariate in the hypothesis tests performed
in the following section. Because the results were substantively identical with and
without the variable, the results reported in the tables do not include the variable.
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Appendix C); the demonstration trained the participants on accessing information and
briefed them on the risk assessment task. A ciironological summary of features included
in the training is as follows. First, the main menu of information was introduced. Next,
participants were shown how to access cHent information through the menu system and
by reading from the information screen. Third, certain control features were mentioned
(e.g. while reading from the information screen participants were instructed to use a
"pause" button if their attention was diverted from the case -- see additional discussion of
these control features in the dependent measures section below). Fourth, the "notepad"
feature was explained; when participants indicated that they wanted to leave a sentence,
the program queried -- "Copy sentence to Notepad for justifying planning decisions?"
The notepad allowed auditors to collect cues that they deemed relevant for justifying their
planning decisions. TTiis feature is discussed in more detail in the section on dependent
measures below.

Fifth, the response menu was introduced.

Sixth, definitions of

appropriate inherent risk terms were given to participants and they were shown how to
document their inherent risk assessments and their confidence therein. The definitions
given to participants were manipulated between risk assessment groups: Auditors making
holistic risk assessments were given the following definition — "Please assume that
Inherent Risk is defined as follows — the risk of a material misstatement in the client's
accounts independent of internal controls and audit tests." Auditors making decomposed
risk assessments received two definitions: "Please assume the following definitions apply
to the terms used in the case. Inherent Risk of Unintentional Misstatement — the risk of a
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material misstatement generated unintentionally in the client's financial statements, e.g.,
an error. Inherent Risk of Intentional Misstatement — the risk of a material misstatement
of the client's financial statements generated through an intentional manipulation of the
account balances, e.g., financial statement fraud or excessively biased reporting. Note:
both inherent risk concepts above are independent of internal controls or audit tests."
Finally, auditors practiced documenting two complete risk assessments using randomly
generated values for inherent risk and confidence. This training was deemed sufficient
based on numerous pilot tests with auditors from both participating firms as well as
various Ph.D. students and faculty."'
After the demonstration and training, auditors searched background information
on the client and assessed IR for accounts receivable by making either holistic or
decomposed risk assessments. The computer program allowed the auditors to direct their
information search and recorded their time reading the information. Appendix D shows
the "Main Menu" of information available to search as well as the individual submenus
that were accessed from the main menu. Appendix D list the cues that were manipulated
between the two risk conditions which are organized by the main menu/submenu
categories. These risk factors represent a subset of the red flag cues found in the fi^ud
literature including a subset of the risk factors identified in the recent exposure draft
which, if implemented, will require auditors to assess and document the risk of fraud
[Auditing Standards Board 1996].

'

See appendix C for a chronological presentation of the screens used in the training.
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As participants read the cues (listed in Appendix D) the program recorded their
time. Once participants were ready to document their planning decisions they proceeded
to the "Response Section" where they were required to record their risk assessments
before recording other responses. Participants who performed decomposed (holistic) risk
assessments used the single (double) scale shown in Appendix D to record their risk
assessment and their corresponding confidence therein. After they recorded their risk
assessments and their confidence in those risk assessments auditors prepared a budget of
hours by staff level for accounts receivable.

Next, they ranked their top five "most

important" audit tests for accounts receivable from a list of ten procedures and allocated
100 points to these ten audit tests according to the percentage of their 'audit resources'
that they considered necessary to perform an effective audit.'" These response screens are
shown in Appendix D.
After completing their responses auditors reviewed (and adjusted) their responses
and assessed audit risk given their audit plan.

After continuing past this point, the

software would not allow participants to revise their responses. This feature provides
assurance that participants' responses were not influenced by the manipulation check
questions. In the Biographical Section (shown in Appendix E) participants documented
the general and specific measures of experience reported earlier followed by the

Fimi audit manuals and auditing textbooks were consulted in order to generate this list of
ten audit procedures. This list was determined to capture the general nature of the
common procedures used for testing accounts receivable balances. Furthermore,
auditors who participated in pilot tests indicated that no additional procedures were
necessary.
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manipulation check and control data analyzed and discussed in the next section. Several
steps were taken in order to enhance the likelihood of obtaining data that would allow for
both powerful and unbiased hypothesis tests. The remainder of this section discusses
issues regarding the dependent measures recorded by the software including reading
times, budgeted hours, and audit procedure selections.
Dependent Measures
Reading Times. To control for individual variation due to individual reading
rate, a measure of each participant's reading rate was taken during training. The reading
rate measure was collected while participants read descriptions of the buttons on the
information screen. Prior to taking this measure participants were told: "The following
descriptions contain important information about the program.

Please read the

description on each button thoroughly before proceeding!"" This reading rate measure
was used both within the program as well as in some analyses discussed in the following
section. Within the program the reading rate was used as an input into a formula that
combined this rate with the number of words in the sentence and used an adjustment to
compute a generous period of time (based on pilot tests) for participants to read each
sentence before interrupting them. The purpose of including this interruption feature was
to prevent noise in the data due to distractions that may occur during data collection. For
example, an auditor may get a phone call while reading a cue; in this case, the interrupt
feature would stop the clock from continuously recording time reading this sentence. In

"

See Appendix C for a printout of this message as presented to participants.
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addition to having this interrupt feature stop the clock, the program kept track of those
sentences which were affected by this feature so that data analysis could be performed
with and without these sentences. Another means of eliminating noise in the reading time
data was to give participants a way to manually stop the clock. Although participants
were not told they were being timed they were instructed to use the pause button as
follows: "This button allows you to pause the program in case you are interrupted. Please
use this button only in emergencies!" This feature was essentially a manual version of the
interrupt feature.
As mentioned above, a notepad feature was included which prompted participants
after they read each sentence: "Copy sentence to notepad for justifying planning
decisions?" The purpose in providing this feature was two-fold: First, the notepad
provided a realistic decision aid so that participants were not forced to rely on their
memory more than usual. Second, the cues that participants copied to the notepad and
the time spent reading cues from the notepad provide other measures of the effects of
decomposition on information search. Participants could access the notepad items from
various places in the program including die screens for recording their planning decisions.
The screen used to read notepad items was essentially the same as the information screen
except the button to "view notepad" was excluded (see Appendix D).
In addition to these control features for the reading time data, additional data
related to information search was collected in order to eliminate potential noise and bias:
Each reading time was recorded with the number of words and an identification code for
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the specific sentence. Identification of items copied to the notepad was maintained. Time
spent considering the notepad query and reading the items from the notepad were
recorded separately in the data file fi-om the time spent reading the sentences firom the
information screen (shown in Appendix D). These data are used in the analyses related to
HI which are reported in the next section. Design features regarding data collected to test
H2 are discussed next.
Budgeted Hours. As shown in Appendix D, auditors documented dieir budgets
by allocating planned hours to cells in a nine column (experience levels) by two row (sets
of procedures) matrix. The nine experience levels include one column for partner plus
two designations "light" and "heavy" for each of the four ranks of staff, senior, manager,
and senior manager. The two sets of procedures included confirming receivables and
other procedures. The confirmation hours were kept separately in order to provide a more
powerful test of auditors' procedure decisions (i.e., H3) as confirmations are a required
procedure under generally accepted auditing standards. In addition to filling out this
budgeting matrix, auditors recorded another budgeting measure. As shown in Appendix
E, auditors were told to "imagine a typical, medium-sized manufacturing client where
controls were not relied on," and then they were asked to record their "planned hours
needed to perform the necessary audit procedures, supervise audit personnel, and review
the audit work for the accounts receivable of this typical client." This "typical hours"
measure is used in the analysis section as a control for noise due to individual budgeting
tendencies.
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Utilizing a computer to administer the experiment also allowed for data checks to
ensure participants completed the responses properly. For example, in the budgeting
section the computer checked to ensure that some partoer hours were budgeted as pilot
tests indicated that some auditors inadvertently neglected to fill in this column.
Audit Procedures. The screens used to obtain auditors' decisions regarding audit
procedures are shown in Appendix D. Two main responses were collected in order to
measure auditors' decisions to alter the nature of their audit plan via their selections of
audit procedures: First, auditors ranked their top five "most important" audit procedures
fi-om the list of ten procedures. Second, using the same list of ten procedures, participants
allocated 100 points to the ten procedures "according to the percentage of audit
resources" that they determined were necessary to "perform an effective audit" of the
client's accounts receivable. These two measures were collected so as to allow auditors to
both prioritize the procedures in terms of their importance and to alter the nature of their
audit tests by providing more weight to procedures they deemed important. Although
some redundancy exists in these measures they were both collected in order to allow
auditors ample opportunity to alter the nature of their audit plan in order to effectively
minimize perceived audit risk.
As shown in Appendix E, participants also evaluated each of the ten procedures
according to its "effectiveness at detecting intentional misstatements." This data provided
a means of controlling for individual differences in perceptions of the effectiveness of the
various procedures at detecting fraud. Identical data were also collected fi"om a panel of
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"expert" auditors prior to performing the experiment and are used in the analyses reported
below. Data checks similar to those used in the budget screens were incorporated into the
software to ensure participants documented their audit procedure responses according to
the instructions (e.g. weights had to sum to 100 before the participants could proceed).
The next section describes how these various response data were utilized to investigate
the effects of decomposition on auditors' information search, planning decisions, and
second-order uncertainty.
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IV. STATISTICAL TESTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This section describes the statistical procedures used to perform hypothesis tests
and the results of those tests. In addition to testing the hypotheses, post hoc analysis is
performed in order to provide descriptive insight where no ex ante expectations were
developed. The analyses in this section proceed as follows. First, order effects for
performing the decomposed risk assessments are investigated with respect to dependent
variables used in the hypothesis tests. Second, analyses of the manipulation check data
are reported.

Third, analyses of descriptive data regarding the effects of making

decomposed risk assessments on auditors' total time plaiming are reported.

Finally,

analyses of the four main hypotheses are presented.
Order Effects
Recall that roughly half the participants who documented decomposed risk
assessments made the fraud risk assessment before the error risk assessment and visa
versa. Additionally, these orders were used for the training portion of the materials.
Although order effects were not anticipated ex ante, this design allowed for tests of the
effects of the order of the decomposed risk assessments on auditors' decisions. Analyses
of all relevant dependent variables used in the hypothesis tests documented below were
performed so as to determine if order was correlated with any of them. These analyses
indicate that order is not even marginally significantly related to any variables except the
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budgeted hours used to test H2 which are significantly related to order. Therefore, the
statistical tests related to H2 will control for order.
Manipulation Checks
Participants rated the case materials on the relevant dimensions that represented
the manipulation of the indicators of fraud risk (i.e. management incentives, attitudes or
values of management, and management style). Table 2 reports the results of independent
samples t tests on mean responses to these questions. Row comparisons within panels
reveal that all participants (i.e. both those who made holistic and those who made
decomposed risk assessments) who received the 'high' risk case reported that the cues in
this case were indicative of a significantly higher likelihood of fraud when compared to
auditors responses for the 'low' risk case. Furthermore, when comparing between risk
assessment groups, no significant differences are noted. This result is not a direct test of
the hypodieses but implies that making decomposed risk assessments did not affect
prompted recall of cue categories. The implications of this finding with respect to the
hypothesis tests are discussed in fiuther detail below.
Planning Time
Descriptive data on the time auditors used in planning was analyzed in order to
provide insight into the potential costs of making a separate fraud risk assessment during
audit planning. Table 3 presents descriptive results of auditors' planning time in minutes.
Auditors' time planning includes the time used to access information and document their
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planning decisions including risk assessments, budgets, and audit test selections but does
not include training time or time completing the biographical section of the case.'^
Table 3 shows that the group that made decomposed risk assessments spent an
average of 38.78 (SD=12.87) minutes planning which was 6.79 (SD=2.63) minutes
(17.5%) higher than the mean for the group that made holistic risk assessments.
Independent samples t tests indicate that this increase in planning time between risk
assessment groups was significant (t = 2.59, p < .02, two-tailed) while the differences
between risk levels reported in Table 3 were not significant (t = .02, p > .98, two-tailed).
Because reading rate is expected to be a significant factor in plarming time the following
linear regression equation was estimated:
\|/ = a + P*RR + 5*RA + e

(1)

where v|/ represents time planning, a captures a fixed time planning, P controls for
reading rate, and 5 captures the effects of decomposition on time planning. The results of
this regression are shown in Table 4 and indicate a highly significant increase in planning
time for auditors making decomposed risk assessments after controlling for reading rate.
On average, the (6.64 minute) increase in planning time for auditors making decomposed
risk assessments indicated by this regression represents an 18.8% increase. Overall, it
'•

Eight participants' planning times were not used in this analysis because of unusual
values in one of the components used to compute the time. For example, data for two of
these participants showed over 30 minutes developing their budgets. No interrupt feature
was used in these sections of the case, thus, if a participant entered the budget screen and
took a break firom the task for 20 minutes the time would be inflated by that break
period. These eight participants were eliminated from the planning time analysis under
the assumption that their planning time data contained time performing other tasks.
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appears that making decomposed risk assessments will lead to increased planning time, at
least in the short run. The next section investigates the effects of making a fraud risk
assessment on auditors' information search and provides insight as to the cause of this
increase.
Information Search (HI)
HI predicts that auditors who separately assess fraud risk will spend more time
attending to relevant red flag cues than auditors who make holistic risk assessments. Two
different reading time measures were used to test this hypothesis: First, overall tests of
the time spent reading the set of red flag cues and the set of non-red flag cues were
performed.

Second, tests were performed using individual sentence reading times.

Descriptive statistics on these dependent variables are reported in Table 5 where time is
reported in tenths of a second.
Overall Tests. An overall test of HI was performed using linear regression to
estimate the following equation:
v|/= a + p*RR + >.*Risk + d*DRA + e

(2)

where \}/ is the total time (in tenths of seconds) each participant used to read the set of 17
red flag cues (RPCs), a is an intercept representing an average fixed reading time, P is the
coefficient controlling for individual reading rate (RR'^), A. is the average change in
RR was collected during the training portion of the case as mentioned in the dependent
measures discussion in Section 11. RR was coded as a function of seconds per word, thus
faster readers had lower values of RR. To ensure that reading speed was randomized
across subject groups an ANOVA was perforaied with RR as the dependent measure and
indicator variables for risk assessment groups and risk groups. The results indicate that
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reading time attributable to the "high' risk case (Risk was coded one for the "high' risk
case), and 5 is the average change in reading time for participants making decomposed
risk assessments (DRA was coded one for the participants who made decomposed risk
assessments). The dependent variable was constructed by simuning the reading times for
the 17 RFCs shown in Table 6.'"' The reading times used to construct y were taken from
the time reading sentences from the information screen as well as times reading from the
notepad.'^

Table 7 reports the correlation statistics on the variables used to estimate

equation 2 with Time I being the dependent variable. As shown in Panel A of Table 8, the
coefficient on DRA is positive and significant which is consistent with HI indicating that
auditors who made a separate fraud risk

assessment used more time to read the fraud

cues.
Although the results in Panel A of Table 8 indicate that decomposition leads to
increased time reading the RFCs, this analysis does not investigate whether performing
decomposed risk assessments also leads to additional time attending to other (non-red
subject groups did not systematically differ with respect to RR. The overall F for this
ANOVA was . 15 with p >.92.
'•*

Table 6 only reports the 'high' risk cues while the analyses included both 'high' and 'low'
risk cues. See Appendix D for the 'low' risk versions of the cues.
Seven participants' reading times were dropped from the analysis because they had only
read four or less of the 17 RFCs (mean = 2.0) while 85 of the remaining 101 participants
read all 17 of the RFCs and the other 16 participants read at least nine and on average
14.1 RFCs.
To rule out the possibility that the notepad feature was driving the results, the analyses of
individual sentence reading times were performed on sentences read from the
information screen and the notepad. Similar results were obtained from all three
analyses.
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flag) cues (OCs). Although times reading OCs are not directly pertinent to testing HI, the
effect of decomposition on OC reading time is relevant to policy-makers who are likely to
be concerned about the impact of decomposing risk assessments on audit efficiency.
Panel B of Table 8 shows the results of a regression model identical to equation 2 except
the dependent variable is constructed by summing the total time reading the 55 OC
sentences (see Appendix D) firom both the information screen and the notepad. The
variable labeled Time2 in Table 7 is the dependent variable in this equation. The results
shown in Panel B of Table 8 indicate that the DRA dummy variable is marginally
significantly related to the OC reading times indicating that participants who performed
decomposed risk assessments increased their time reading both types of cues.
An interpretation of these two regression results is that requiring auditors to
separately assess the risk of firaud causes them to spend increased time assimilating all
cues into their knowledge structure for purposes of assessing fraud risk. These results
could be explained by several potential differences in participants' information search or
acquisition. For example, because the dependent variable is a group of cues (i.e. either 17
RFCs or 55 OCs), significant increases in reading times could result from a combination
of more cues processed or more time spent per cue. Furthermore, analyses using separate
regressions for the RFCs and OCs does not allow for investigating whether
decomposition leads to incremental time increases for RFCs when compared to all other
reading times which is a stronger test of HI. Individual sentence reading times (as
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opposed to the time reading a group of sentences) can be used to further explore these
possible effects of decomposition on information search.
Individual Sentence Reading Times. Each individual sentence reading time,
taken fi-om the information screen" was the dependent variable in a regression model
estimating equation 3:'^
= a + p*RR + ^*Words + 5*DEIA +(p*RFC + \}*DRAxRFC + e
where

(3)

represents the time (in tenths of seconds) that each participant used to read a

sentence from the information screen, a represents a constant reading time per cue, p is a
coefficient used to control for individual reading rate, ^ controls for the number of words
in the sentence, 6 captures a difference in all sentence reading times for auditors who
performed decomposed risk assessments, (p controls for any difference in time (across all
participants) assimilating the RFCs, and t) captures any incremental difference in RFC
reading time for auditors who made decomposed risk assessments when compared to all
other reading times (i.e. OC reading times by both groups and RFC reading times for

In addition, similar analyses using the times reading from the notepad were performed.
The results are generally consistent between the two sets of analyses.
As discussed previously, an interrupt feature was added to the software to avoid the
possibility that a participant would get interrupted while reading a sentence and the time
would become excessively large due to noise in the data. 116 of the 7,067 sentence
reading times while reading from the information screen were affected by this feature.
Most of the reading times for these sentences were more than three standard deviations
from the mean thus indicating that these reading times were inflated. As a form of
sensitivity analysis, the tests described below were performed both with and without
those times which involved an intermption. Overall, the results are qualitatively
identical between the two sets of analyses. The results reported were performed by
utilizing the data after eliminating the sentences involving an interruption.
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auditors who made holistic risk assessments).'"'

The correlation statistics for these

variables are presented in Table 7 with Time3 being the dependent variable. A significant,
positive estimate of 5 is consistent with HI and indicates that auditors who made
decomposed risk assessments used more time to assimilate the RFCs (as well as the
OCs). A significant, positive estimate of v indicates that auditors who made decomposed
risk assessments used more time reading the RFCs when compared to all other sentence
reading times and is consistent with a stronger form of HI. The results of this regression
are shown in Panel A of Table 9. The significant coefficient on DRA indicates that
individual reading times for all cues from the information screen were significantly
higher for auditors who performed decomposed risk assessments when compared to
auditors who made holistic risk assessments. The significant coefficient on the RFC
dummy variable indicates that all subjects increased their reading times for the RFCs.
The marginally-significant coefficient on the interaction term (i.e. DRAxRFC) indicates
that the increase in reading time due to decomposition was not independent of cue type as
participants who made decomposed risk assessments increased their reading times for
RFCs when compared to all other reading rimes.*°
"

Because reading time data is often non-linear as longer sentences take proportionately
longer time to process, normality tests were performed. The tests indicated that a log
transformation brings the data into close conformity with a normal distribution. Results
of a regression using the transformed data are qualitatively very similar to those using
the original data. Additionally, a control to capture start-up time for the first sentence on
each topic was included in all models using individual sentence reading times as the
dependent variable. The rationale for adding this control is that the first sentence on a
topic may contain extra reading time as participants shift their attention to a new topic.
The results reported in this section omit this control variable as the conclusions related to
the variables of interest were substantially the same with or without this variable.
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To ensure that the significant coefficient on the DRA variable is not being driven
by increased time reading the RFCs, Panel B of Table 9 shows the results of a similar
regression using only the OC reading times as the dependent variable.*'

Because OC

reading times are used, the variables for RFC and DRAxRPC are eliminated.

The

significant, positive coefficient on DRA indicates that the OC reading times were
significantly higher for participants who made decomposed risk
compared with participants who assessed risk

holistically.

assessments when

This result is neither

consistent nor inconsistent with H1 but provides additional evidence that audit costs will
increase by performing a separate fraud risk assessment as auditors spend increased time
searching all cues.
One potential explanation for the increase in OC reading times for auditors
making decomposed risk assessments is that as auditors access more available knowledge
to consider fraud risk

they spend more time mapping all cues into their, more

Both Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients indicate that the RFC and the
DRAxRFC variables are highly correlated (r > .60 as shown in Table 7), suggesting that
the less than conventional significance level for the interaction term may be due to
multicolUnearity between these two variables. An alternative model was also estimated
where instead of a dummy variable for RFC, the dummy variable was coded one if the
sentence was a high risk RFC. The rationale for considering this model is that
participants may spend increased time reading the 'high' risk RFCs but not need extra
time to consider 'low' risk RFCs. Although the results from this model were qualitatively
identical, the 'high' risk versions of these two variables (i.e. RFC and DRAxRFC) are
also highly correlated and multicollinearity may be leading to the marginally significant
interaction term in this model as well. All four of these terms entered in separate
regression models are significant in explaining individual sentence reading times but
determining the individual effects of any one of them after controlling for the other is
problematic.
Similar results were obtained using times reading from the notepad.
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comprehensive, knowledge structure. Furthermore, auditors relative inexperience with
using knowledge structures relevant to fraud risk in comparison with error risk may also
contribute to an increase in time mapping all cues into their activated knowledge
structures when making decomposed risk assessments.
Summary and conclusions. An interpretation of these combined results related
to HI is: Making decomposed risk assessments causes auditors to spend more time
attending to both the red flag cues as well as the other cues with an incremental mcrease
in time assimilating the red flag cues. Overall, these results are consistent with HI
whether testing the hypothesis with an overall model using groups of sentences or using a
model at the individual sentence level. In interpreting these results, the analyses of the
manipulation check questions should also be considered.

The manipulation check

responses revealed that both groups of auditors viewed the cues in the Tiigh' ('low') risk
case as indicative of higher (lower) risk of fraud. However, these analyses related to HI
indicate that the auditors who made decomposed risk assessments spent more time
considering the RFCs. A reasonable expectation is that spending more time considering
the RPCs would lead to differences in manipulation check responses. One potential
explanation of these two results (i.e. support for HI and both groups responding similarly
to the manipulation checks) is that the manipulation check questions were not powerfiil
enough to detect the differences in information search. This is possible given that the
manipulation check questions were a type of prompted recall and were based on a
category of cues as opposed to the individual cues themselves. In other words, recalling
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the risk level of one or two cues may have prompted the auditors making holistic risk
assessments to report higher responses on the manipulation check questions. Another
potential explanation for these results is that although the decomposed group spent more
time attending to the RFCs the overall impact of this additional processing is
insignificant.

Analyses relevant to this possibility are documented next where the

behavioral implications of these changes in information search on auditors' plarming
decisions are investigated.
Planning Decisions — Budgeted Hours (H2)
H2 predicts that auditors who perform a separate fraud risk

assessment will

become more sensitive to changes in fraud risk and will therefore be more likely to plan
audit hours that are higher between the 'low' and 'high' fraud risk groups when compared
to auditors who make holistic risk assessments. Tests of H2 were performed using each
auditor's total budgeted hours adjusted for their reported "typical" hours (hereafter,
standardized hours). Descriptive statistics on budgeted hours data are shown in Table 10.
Standardized hours (shown in Panels E and F of Table 10) are computed by summing
each individual's total budgeted hours (see panels A and B of Table 10) and subtracting
the hours reported by that individual as necessary in a 'typical' audit (see panels C and D
of Table 10). This dependent measure was used in order to filter out noise due to
idiosyncratic budgeting tendencies between auditors thus providing a more powerful test.
Budgeting tendencies can be expected to differ between individuals, offices, and firms.
For example, one auditor may work on proportionately more clients with high budget
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pressures than another auditor thereby resulting in the tendency to have tighter budgets.
Furthermore, Prawitt 1995 and Prawitt, et. al. 1996 provide evidence indicating that firm
structure systematically influences auditors' budgeting decisions.

Standardizing each

participant's budget by his or her declared typical hours provides a control for variation
due to these budgeting tendencies.
Because the order of the risk assessment was significantly related to standardized
hours, order effects will be considered in these analyses. Panels E and F of Table 10
present descriptive statistics for standardized hours for all six subject groups (i.e. 2 risk
levels X 3 risk assessment/order levels). Independent samples t tests comparing the
differences in standardized hours between the 'low' and "high' risk groups for the holistic
subjects did not reveal significant differences in standardized hours (t =.54 , p < .29, n =
58).

However, in spite of small sample sizes, analyses of the two groups making

decomposed risk assessments reflect sensitivity to changes in firaud risk: Differences in
standardized hours between risk levels for the group that made an error risk assessment
first were significant {t = 1.98, p < .05, n = 29) and differences in standardized hours
between risk levels for the group that made a fiaud risk assessment first approach
marginal significance (t = 1.33, p < .11, n = 21).
Figure I illustrates that both groups of auditors who made decomposed risk
assessments responded to changes in fiaud risk by adjusting their standardized hours
while auditors who made holistic risk assessments do not appear to modify their hours.
This pattern in Figure 1 is consistent with H2. Although this study is not able to explain
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the reason for the order effect, at least one possibility exists; Assuming the order effect is
robust, making auditors assess fraud risk first may create a main effect due to a
heightened level of skepticism across risk levels.
Given that the order effect appears to be a main effect with no interaction (results
of an ANOVA support this), comparisons between the auditors who made holistic risk
assessments and the combined group that made decomposed risk assessments are
appropriate. An independent samples t test comparing standardized hours between the
'low' and 'high' risk cases for all auditors who made decomposed risk assessments
indicates that the group that made decomposed risk assessments budgeted significantly (t
= 1.94, p < .03) more (less) standardized hours for the 'high' ('low') risk case when
compared with the 'low' ('high') risk case (mean difference = 10.6 hours). Figure 2
illustrates this interaction between risk assessment type and risk level indicating that
auditors who made decomposed risk assessments were more likely to vary their
standardized hours directly with fiaud risk (i.e. to budget lower hours for clients with
lower fraud risk and visa versa) when compared with the auditors that made holistic risk
assessments. This change in standardized hours between risk levels for the auditors that
made decomposed (holistic) risk assessments represents 20% (4%) of the overall average
total budgeted hours.
Figure 2 also shows that standardized hours for the auditors who made
decomposed risk assessments were lower in the 'low' risk case and higher in the 'high' risk
case when compared with auditors who made holistic risk assessments. Although this
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pattern is not specified by H2, the implications of this result with respect to audit
efficiency are important. One concern among policy-makers is that a requirement to
assess ftaud risk may result in a significant increase in audit costs with little benefit in
terms of fi^ud detection due to the low base rate of fraud.^ The ASB is concerned that
significant increases in audit costs will result if the fraud risk assessment task is required.
They estimate that approximately 20% of all audits will be assessed at a heightened level
of fraud risk thereby leading to additional audit costs. Furthermore, this additional audit
effort will generally not detect fraud due to the fact that the base rate of fi^ud is estimated
to be significantly less than 20%. Furthermore, the ASB is likely to be concerned about
the implications for audit costs if the fraud risk assessment task were to lead to significant
increases in audit hours for cases that are deemed to be Tiigh' risk and no change in audit
hours for other cases. However, the results of this experiment suggest that the increased
costs when fraud risk is relatively high may be offset by auditors who reduce their hours
for relatively low-fraud-risk clients. Independent samples t tests for mean differences
reveal that standardized hours for the 'low' risk case by participants that made a separate
fiaud risk assessment were marginally significantly lower (mean decrease = 6.71 hours, t
= 1.34, p < .095) than standardized hours for the participants that made holistic risk
assessments.

However, no significant differences (t = .37, p > .35) were noted for

standardized hours for the 'high' risk case when comparing between risk assessment
groups. An explanation that is consistent with this result is that auditors normally have
"

This and the following discussion regarding the ASB's concerns is based on
correspondence with Kurt Pany, ASB member.
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some "cushions" built into their budgets and the auditors who made decomposed risk
assessments were comfortable reducing that cushion because they were more sensitive to
the factors that indicated low fraud risk. Another explanation which is consistent with
this result is that auditors who made holistic risk assessments noted some information in
both cases that indicated inherent risk was higher than that of a typical audit.

For

example, auditors may have focused on what appeared to be an unusual trend in the
financial information and concluded that risk was higher than a typical audit for both
cases. Noting a trend in financial data which indicates that a misstatement exists may
lead to different behavior for auditors who are assessing risk holistically when compared
with those making decomposed risk assessments.

For example, an auditor who is

assessing the inherent risk of a misstatement and notes an unusual trend in accounts
receivable may safely conclude that the inherent risk of a misstatement is high and may
not need to consider other risk factors.^ On the other hand, an auditor who is assessing
the inherent risk of fraud will not be able to assess, from the financial information alone,
the likelihood that a misstatement leading to an unusual trend resulted from intentional as
opposed to unintentional causes. Thus, he or she will need to consider additional cues in
order to separately assess fiaud risk.

This explanation suggests that the budgets reported

by the auditors making holistic risk assessments may have been higher than those of a
^

The financial information was the same for both the 'low' and 'high' risk cases. A
comparison between the current year and prior year balances showed that receivables
increased by 16% while the allowance increased by only 3%. One pilot subject, who
completed the holistic case, reported that based on the trends in the financial information
he concluded that inherent risk was high. He stated that the trends in accounts receivable
and the allowance would "swamp" any information obtained by reading the cues.
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typical audit as a response to perceptions of inherent risk which were largely based on
financial trends present in both the 'low' and "high' risk cases. In contrast, the budgets
reported by auditors who made decomposed risk assessments were significantly affected
by the manipulations of the fraud risk factors suggesting that separately assessing fi^ud
risk resulted in an increased sensitivity to changes in fraud risk factors and corresponding
changes in budgeted hours.
The results shown in Figures I and 2 suggest an interaction between risk
assessment type and risk. To investigate this interaction, participants' standardized hours
were analyzed in an ANOVA with three independent variables: risk level (Risk), type of
risk assessment made (RA), and firm (Firm). Firm was included to control for differences
in audit staffing decisions due to differences in firm structure [Prawitt 1995 and Prawitt
et. al. 1996]. RA was coded for three levels: holistic, decomposed (error first), and
decomposed (fraud first) in order to control for order effects. Correlation statistics for
these variables are presented in Table 11. Table 12 reports the results of this ANOVA.
While the main effects for Risk and RA are both significant, the result pertinent to H2 is
the interaction between RA and Risk.

This significant interaction between risk

assessment method/order (RA) and Risk (i.e. RA x Risk) reported in Table 12 is
consistent with H2. Overall, these analyses using standardized hours provide support for
H2.
Panels A, B, C, and D of Table 10 present descriptive statistics for auditors' total
hours budgeted and stated typical hours. Independent samples t tests reveal that total
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budgeted hours and typical hours for auditors making decomposed risk assessments were
significantly higher than those reported by auditors making holistic risk assessments.
Curiously, differences between the 'low' and liigh' risk cases were not significantly
different between panels A and B (or C and D) of Table 10. Although this study was not
designed to explore this result, speculation as to the cause of these results is potentially
relevant to audit policy-makers. One possible explanation is that auditors who made a
separate fiiaud risk assessment increased budgeted hours for both the 'low' and 'high' risk
cases due to an overall decrease in auditor comfort caused by making the fiaud risk
assessment. This suggests that making decomposed risk assessments will lead to a main
effect increase in total hours budgeted regardless of risk level. Additionally, the main
effect increase in typical hours may be the result of a carryover such that the decrease in
auditor comfort from making a separate fraud risk assessment which lead to the increase
in total hours also resulted in an increase in typical hours.

Although typical hours

contains this main effect, using standardized hours to test for the interaction implied by
H2 appears justified. That is, standardized hours should not only filter out noise due to
idiosyncratic budgeting tendencies but also the main effect due to decomposition while an
interaction between risk assessment type and risk level should remain in the standardized
hours.
A combined interpretation of these analyses of budgeted hours is that requiring a
separate assessment of the risk of fiaud will result in an overall increase in planned audit
hours which may be partially offset by a reduction in hours when fraud risk is low.
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Overall, these results appear to provide support for H2, i.e. auditors who separately assess
fraud risk develop budgets that reflect increased sensitivity to fraud risk factors when
compared with auditors who assess risk holistically. While H2 pertains to the extent of
planned audit effort, the analyses reported below investigate the effects of decomposition
on the nature of planned audit work as reflected in auditors' selections of audit tests (i.e.
H3).
Planning Decisions — Audit Procedures (H3)
In addition to the prediction that performing a separate fraud risk assessment will
lead to increased sensitivity to fraud risk which will be reflected in auditors' budgets (i.e.
H2), H3 predicts that another planning decision will be affected by explicitly performing
a fraud risk assessment. Specifically, H3 predicts that selections of audit procedures by
auditors who separately assess fraud risk will reflect an increased sensitivity to changes in
RFCs and demonstrate an interaction between risk level and the type of risk assessment
made which is similar to that predicted for budgeted hours. Recall that in selecting their
audit procedures, auditors ranked their top five "most important" audit procedures,
allocated 100 points to the ten procedures "according to the percentage of audit
resources" that they determined were necessary to "perform an effective audit" (hereafter
the weight, W, given to the procedure), and evaluated each of the ten procedure according
to its "effectiveness at detecting intentional misstatements" (hereafter, the procedure's
fraud effectiveness rating, FER). Descriptive statistics on these data zire shown in Table
13.
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To test H3, an ANOVA was perfonned using the data summarized in Table 13. A
metric was computed for each of the top five procedures, i, and for each auditor, j;
Tij = (FER^j where FER^vg j

-) X W.

(3)

auditor j's average FER over the ten procedures. This metric was

designed to capture several aspects of participants' audit procedure selections: First, in
selecting the top five most important audit procedures for the client, auditors presumably
chose those procedures which will be most efficient and effective at minimizing audit
risk. Thus, if an auditor is sensitive to a high inherent risk of fraud then, ceteris paribus,
he or she should select the top five procedures which he or she believes will be most
effective at detecting fraud. To measure each auditor's perception of the ability of his or
her top five procedures to detect fraud, each auditor's FER for the top five procedures was
standardized by his or her average FER for all ten procedures. This standardization was
performed to filter

out idiosyncratic perceptions regarding the effectiveness of the

procedures at detecting fi^ud. This value was then multiplied by W in order to capture
auditors' attempts to enhance the ability of their audit plan to detect fraud by using more
resources on a given procedure.
Substituting i = 1, the metric for the most important procedure picked by each
auditor was the dependent variable in an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with risk
level and type of risk assessment made as independent variables and firm as a covariate.
Separate ANCOVAs were performed using y for each of the four remaining most
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important procedures selected by each auditor. Finally, two additional ANCOVAs were
performed with the dependent variable being a summation of y for the top three
procedures selected and the top five procedures selected. Correlation statistics for the
variables used in this model, including the metric y, summed for the top five most
important procedures are shown in Table 14. The results of the ANCOVA with the
dependent variable being the metric, y, summed for the top five

most important

procedures is reported in Table IS.'"* The results presented in Table 15 suggest that no
significant variation in auditors' selections of audit procedures can be explained by the
independent variables in this model. This result is consistent with Bedard (1989) and
Mock and Wright (1993) who were unable to detect differences (using archival data) in
the nature of audit evidence as a flmction of changes in risk.
The audit literature contains little guidance that instructs auditors as to how they
can adjust their audit plans to detect fraud. Two plausible explanations for the results of
analyses related to H3 are that either auditors do not generally know how to adjust their

The results for the other ANCOVAs were not presented as the qualitative interpretation
of the results are similar to those shown in Table 15. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis
was performed to investigate the effects of arbitrary assimiptions used in this analysis.
Several additional models were estimated: The order/risk assessment type variable was
substituted for the risk assessment type variable. ANOVAs were performed so that firm
effects were not filtered out. Additionally, several alternative metrics were used as
dependent variables as follows: (1) a metric which was not standardized for each
participant's average FER; (2) a metric which eliminated the effect of multiplying the
FERs by each participant's weights (W); (3) a metric which provided for a reduction
term as a fiinction of the perceived effectiveness of the procedure at detecting
unintentional misstatements; and, (4) additional metrics were calculated which
incorporated the perceptions of a panel of experienced auditors' regarding the
effectiveness of various procedures at detecting fraud.
All models resulted in
interpretations which are qualitatively identical to those presented below.
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audit procedures to detect fraud or they do not consider it effective to adjust their audit
procedures for fraud detection. Analytical models of the strategic interaction between the
auditor and the client when the risk of fraud is present suggest that audit plans to perform
the same procedures between years or clients will be ineffective [Fellingham and
Newman 1985]. Although the evidence from this and other studies suggests that planning
decisions regarding the nature of audit evidence to be collected are not sensitive to
changes in risk, at least one other possibility exists: variability in the nature of audit
evidence collected due to auditors' risk perceptions may not have been adequately
captured in these studies. Thus, before concluding that the nature of audit evidence will
not be influenced by making a separate fi^ud risk assessment, additional, more powerful
research designs may be warranted.
In sum, the results pertaining to the effects of performing decomposed risk
assessments on auditors plarming decisions suggest that auditor behavior will be most
likely to be influenced in terms of the extent of planned audit effort with little change in
the nature of planned audit procedures. Analyses of total budgeted hours data suggest a
possible main effect increase in total hours plarmed for auditors who made decomposed
risk assessments. One possible reason for this effect is that the explicit requirement to
consider fraud risk causes auditors to become sensitized to the implications of strategic
behavior thus resulting in an increase in professional skepticism and uncertainty. The
following section investigates the effects of performing decomposed risk assessments on
auditors second-order uncertainty.
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Second-Order Uncertainty (H4)
H4 predicts that auditors' SOU will be higher (i.e. confidence will be lower) for
their risk assessment for intentional misstatements when compared with their SOU for
their risk assessment for unintentional misstatements.

Table 16 reports descriptive

statistics on auditors' inherent risk assessments and their corresponding confidence in
those assessments. The results of a matched-pairs comparison of confidence levels
between the two risk assessments made by auditors who performed decomposed risk
assessments indicate that auditors' confidence levels (SOU) in their fraud risk assessments
were significantly lower (higher) than their confidence levels (SOU) in their error risk
assessments (t = 1.83, p < .04, n = 50) which is consistent with H4.
H4 speculates that at least two causes may lead to higher SOU for fiaud risk
assessments when compared with SOU for error risk assessments: (1) lack of coherence
due to inexperience with fraud and, (2) uncertainty due to the possibility of gaming
behavior. As noted in the discussion of H4, the effects of gaming behavior are likely to
be greatest when the risk of fraud is high.

Matched-pairs comparisons of mean

confidence at the two risk levels reveal that differences in confidence levels are significant
for the 'high' risk group (t = 2.32, p < .02, n = 26) but not for the 'low' risk group (t =
-0.26, p > .90, n = 24). This interaction is illustrated in Figure 3. One interpretation of
this result is that when RPCs indicate that fiaud risk is high auditors become very
skeptical and are not able to rely on client evidence thus resulting in lower confidence in
their risk assessments.

Another possible interpretation is that SOU simply follows
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first-order risk assessments. To investigate these possibilities, a regression was used to
estimate equation 4:
Hf = a + |3*AAR + 5*Risk + e
where

(4)

represents the difference between each participant's confidence in their error risk

assessment and their confidence in their fraud risk assessment, P controls for average
assessed risk on the one to three scale for both the error and the fraud risk assessment
(AAR),^ 6 controls for the 'low' and liigh' risk cases, and a captures a significant
difference in confidence not explained by the difference in AAR or risk level.

A

significant, positive coefficient for P will provide evidence that differences in SOU are a
function of auditors' first-order risk assessments; a significant, positive coefficient for 5
indicates that differences in auditors' SOU increased as the cues indicated that fraud risk
was high; a significant, positive coefficient for a indicates that even after controlling for
the risk level in the fraud cues and the first-order risk assessments, SOU is higher for the
fi^ud risk assessment because of other factors such as a lack of experience with fraud.
Table 17 presents correlation statistics for the variables used in this regression
while the results of this regression are shown in Table 18. The significant coefficient on
the risk variable is consistent with the explanation that auditors' SOU was increased due
to the inability to rely on the information as auditors sensed that strategic behavior was
influencing the data. The non-significant coefficient for auditors' average first-order risk
••

An alternative model used two variables to control for first-order risk assessments, one
for the participant's error risk assessment and one for their fraud risk assessment.
Results were substantively identical.
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assessments indicates that the explanation that SOU is simply increasing with the
first-order assessment is not supported.'^

Furthermore, because the constant is not

significant, the explanation that SOU for the firaud risk assessment is higher due to a
relative inexperience with fiaud is also not supported. Thus, tests of H4 appear to be
consistent with the hj^othesis that auditors' SOU regarding their firaud risk assessment
will be higher than their SOU for their error risk assessment. Additionally, the conjecture
that auditors' SOU in their fi^ud risk assessment will be higher than their SOU in their
error risk assessment when the likelihood that strategic behavior is present is consistent
with the data collected in this experiment.

To test for the possibility that the risk variable was capturing the effect of the auditors'
risk assessment, a model without the risk variable was also estimated. Results from this
model also indicate non-significance for the average risk assessment variable (t = .611, p
> .27). Further, a regression with just the risk variable resulted in the coefficient for risk
being significant at conventional levels (t = 2.08, p = .022), an insignificant constant (t =
-1.38, p > .58), and a significant overall F (adjusted R square = .064, p = .043).
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Summary and Contribution
The auditor's role in detecting fraud

has become a significant concern for

investors, regulators. Congress, and the SEC, [Albrecht, et. al 1982, Business Week 1994,
Journal of Accountancy 1993, and National Commission on Fraudulent Financial
Reporting 1987], One prescription to increase audit effectiveness with respect to fraud is
to require auditors to perform decomposed risk assessments. The Auditing Standards
Board recently issued an exposure draft auditing standard which, if adopted, will mandate
such a requirement [Auditing Standards Board 1996]; currently, the costs and benefits of
this policy are unknown. The experiment reported in this paper provides initial evidence
that is useful for measuring the impact of decomposing risk assessments on audit
effectiveness and efficiency. A contribution is made by providing evidence as to if and
how auditors' planning decisions may be influenced by this new audit requirement. The
results are consistent with the conjecture that making a separate fiaud risk assessment
will cause changes in auditors' information search which will lead to planning decisions
which are more sensitive to changes in fraud risk; First, data on auditors' information
search indicates that auditors who performed a separate fraud risk

assessment used

significantly more time to attend to fraud risk factors. Second, comparisons of budgeted
hours between the two risk assessment groups (i.e. holistic and decomposed) suggest that
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requiring auditors to make a separate fraud risk

assessment will result in increased

sensitivity to fraud risk as reflected in the variability of the extent of planned audit work.
Third, no significant effect was detected in the nature of planned audit tests suggesting a
need for more research on how auditors can or do modify the nature of their audit plans to
detect fiaud.

Finally, analyses of the effects of performing a separate fiaud risk

assessment on SOU are consistent with the hypothesis that when fraud risk is high,
auditors are not able to rely on client evidence to base their risk assessments and thus they
experience higher SOU for their fraud risk assessments when compared with their SOU
for their error risk assessments. In interpreting these findings it is important to recognize
the limitations of this study.
Limitations and Future Research
A general limitation of any experiment pertains to the ability to generalize from
the laboratory to the "real world." Experimentation results in trade-offs between external
and internal validity with external validity pertaining to experimental tasks that match
those in practice and internal validity pertaining to effective manipulations of variables of
theoretical interest [Cook and Campbell 1979, Swieringa and Weick 1982]. Several steps
were taken to maintain external validity. For example, auditors from both firms reviewed
the materials and provided input into the realism of both the cue set and the form of the
risk assessment task. Although the task and cues were patterned after those in the field,
some aspects of typical practice were not incorporated in the design. For example, when
auditors plan the audits for a recurring client they generally have the prior year budgets
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and audit programs. Thus, this design may preclude generalizing the results to audits
where prior year information is available, i.e. continuing audits. Even so, the subset of
first-year audits is likely to be of interest to audit policy-makers given that Loebbecke, et.
al. (1989) provide empirical evidence that suggests that a significant number of
management frauds may occur during first-year audits.

In spite of the relevance of

first-year audits, research that investigates the effects of decomposition on continuing
clients may provide a significant additional contribution.
To assess the impact of decomposition on audit effectiveness and efficiency
policy-makers need to know at least two things: First, are auditors' risk assessments more
accurate when they decompose them and separately assess fraud risk?

Second, are

auditors more likely to modify their behavior in response to changes in fiaud risk if they
separately assess the risk of fraud? The former point is made because simply knowing
that audit plans are more sensitive to the risk of fraud when auditors separately assess
fiaud risk does not guarantee that audit efficiency or effectiveness will be enhanced
unless accuracy gains result. With respect to the latter point, decomposition may lead
auditors to be more accurate in their risk assessments without leading to modifications to
the nature, timing, or extent of their audit plans. Given the audit budget results reported
herein, if performing decomposed risk

assessments leads to more accurate risk

assessments, policy-makers may begin to conclude that audit effectiveness and efficiency
will be enhanced by decomposing risk assessments. A design similar to Pincus (1989)
may be used to investigate the accuracy issue. However, even if decompositions lead to
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more accurate risk assessments and to modifications to the extent of audit plans,
improvements in fraud detection may not result if auditors lack knowledge of effective
procedures for detecting fraud. The results of this study suggest that auditors may not
know how to modify the nature of their audit plans in response to fraud risk.

Thus,

research on fraud detection procedures may also provide a significant contribution.
Additionally, research investigating other ways auditors may be modifying the nature of
their audit tests may show that different aspects of the nature of audit plans vary with
fraud risk. For example, auditors may be modifying the nature of the evidence they
collect when fraud risk is high (e.g. original documents as opposed to photocopies) rather
than modifying the namre of the audit tests they use. Thus, researching issues pertinent
to the nature of audit plans with respect to fi^ud and decomposition is a fhiitful area for
future research.
Lastly, in considering future research possibilities one must not overlook the fact
that the decomposition investigated in this paper is one of many possible decompositions
that can be investigated. Future research could investigate the effects of other, more
detailed decompositions based on the theoretical components of fraud risk. For example,
auditors could separately assess the components of fi^ud risk as shown in the model
reported by Loebbecke, et. al. (1989), i.e., p(fi:aud) = f(conditions, motivation, and
attimde).

Understanding the effects of these and other decompositions on auditors'

cognition and behavior could lead to better practical prescriptions that may enhance
auditors' ability to detect fraud.

APPENDIX A - TABLES

Table 1
Participants assigned to experimental conditions.
Decomposed

Holistic

Error 1st

Fraud 1st

Low Risk

13

11

31

55

High Risk

16

10

27

53

29

21

58

108

Table 2
Mean (standard deviation) manipulation check
responses by participant group.
Panel A: Incentives
Holistic Risk
Assessed

Decomposed
Risk Assessed

Low
Risk

0.83
(154)

1.16
(1.44)

058

Higii
Risk

120**

2.16*
(124)

118 »»

(124)

1.68

1.73
(123)

1.47
(1.78)

(1.42)

li7
(1.62)

Low
Risk

-056
(129)

-038
(126)

-0.48
(1264)

Hi^
Risk

095**

0S7»*

(132)

1.00**
(1.12)

(121)

0.14

034

023

(130)

(136)

(1.43)

Low
Risk

-034
(120)

-0.12
(I.H)

-024
(1.16)

High
Rfik

0.89 ••
(1.48)

1.06
(1.14)

097**

023

050

(035)

(1.46)

(126)

(137)

Panel BrAttttudes

Panel C: Management Styfe

(131)

Note; One-tailed significance levels of .05 (.01) or less obtainedby
performing independent-samples t tests comparmg the h^
and bw risk casesare noted by a single (double)asterisk.

Tables

Mean (standard deviation) number of minutes used
planning by participant group.
Hoiistic Risk
Assessed

Decomposed
Risk Assessed

Low Risk

3054
(13.72)

4037*
(1150)

3529
(13.64)

H^Risk

3328
(13.10)

3725
(13.81)

3535
(13.48)

3159
(1336)

38.78 *
(12.87)

3532
(13.49)

Note: Asterisks indicate that the group making
decomposed risk assessnients used significant^
greater (p < .05) time pianning when compared to
the holistic group. P values were obtaiied by
performmg independent-samples t tests.

Table 4
Regression results of total minutes planning by risk
assessment group (RA) controlling for reading rate.
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

t

P*

Reading Rate

859

3.66

<0.001

RA

6.64

Z69

0.009

2221

658

<0.001

Constant

Overall F value = 10.48
S^pifcance = <0.001
Adjusted R square = .161
n=100
*two-tafled significance levels.
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Table 5
Reading time data: descriptive statistics by participant group.
Holistic risk Decomposed
assessed risk
assessed

Both groups

Panel A: Red flag cue reaHing time - low risk:

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

1,126.39
1,024.50
404.27

1,303.68
1,168.00
424.70

1,204.40
1,124.00
418.64

1,639.54
1,391.50
735.25

1,504.24
1,336.50
593.97

3,515.96
3,275.00
1,011.64

3,306.42
3,183.50
1,063.17

3,607.00
3,214.00
1,473.40

3,449.00
2,999.00
1,243.44

Panel R: Red flag cue reading time - hi^h risk:

Mean
Median
Standard deviation
Panel C- Other cue

1,379.35
1,322.50
400.43

reading time

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

- low risk:

3,141.79
3,098.00
1,091.55

Panel D: Other cue reading rime - high risk:

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

3,303.15
2,979.50
993.54

Panel F.: Individual sentenrp reading time - Inw risk:

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

63.51
47.00
62.24

67.92
50.00
63.64

65.52
48.50
67.91

Panel F: Individual sentence reading rime - high risk:

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

64.89
48.00
66.83

75.25
50.00
81.37

69.85
49.00
74.31
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Table 6
Red flag cues (Tiigh' risk version).
RFC I

The industries that the client sells to are currently experiencing difficult economic
conditions.

RFC 2

Overall, the Company's profits have often been below the industry average.

RFC 3

The Company sells approximately 20% of its products to related companies.

RFC 4

Management Style: Mr. Schultz exerts a very dominant presence across all phases
of the firm's operation.

RFC 5

Management Style: Mr. Smith is very unpredictable in his leadership; he often
gives his staff one direction only to change later because the President, Mr. Schultz
didn't like the decision that he made.

RFC 6

President: George Schultz receives a base salary of $100,000 plus a bonus.

RFC 7

Chief Financial Officer: Theo Smith receives a base salary of $60,000 plus a bonus.

RFC 8

Controller: Fred Beck receives a base salary of $40,000 plus a bonus.

RFC 9

The plan stipulates that contributions will go into a bonus pool each year as
follows: 20% of audited net income over a base of $200,000 and less than
$500,000; 35% of audited net income between $500,000 and $1,000,000; and 50%
of audited net income over $1,000,000.

RFC 10

The bonus pool is allocated to the following five executives: President & CEO,
CFO, Controller, Vice President Operations, Vice President Marketing.

RFC 11

Bonus allocations for 1991 and 1992 were $55,000 and $319,000, respectively; no
bonuses were allocated in 1993 due to the loss.

RFC 12

Bonus allocations based on preliminary income figures will total $420,000 for
1994.

RFC 13

In the prior two audits, some contentious audit issues have emerged but they have
always been resolved in a satisfactory maimer.

RFC 14

The President, Mr. Schultz, has expressed his fhistration about prior audits saying
that auditors are too conservative and usually at his expense.

RFC 15

The Company's stock is publicly traded over the counter and is held by nimierous
investors.

RFC 16

The President of Peak Manufacturing is also the Chairman of the Board and the
largest shareholder with 27% of the stock.

RFC 17

No employees other than the President hold more than 3% of the stock.
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Table 7
Correlation statistics — Reading time variables
Time2 Time3
RR
Words
0-786»* 0.175*« 0.413*» n/a
0.212*» 0.461*'* n/a
0.177*» 0.423**
0.004

Timel
Time2
Time3
RR
Words
Risk
DRA
RFC

Risk
0.216**
0.070
0.001
-0.015
0.027*

DRA
0.21!•
0.156
0.047**
0.028
0.002
0.049

ijggglUji;
Tmel

= Red flag cue reading tines.

Time2

= Other (non-red flag)cue readiig tines.

Tnne3

= Individual sentence reading tines.

RR

=

Readiig rate taken duriigtraiiiig.

Words

=

Number ofwords in the sentence.

Risk

=

Risk level dummy variable (0='tow'. 1 = Tiigh')-

DRA
RFC

= Risk assessment type dummy variable (0 = holistic, 1 = decomposed).
= Red flag cue dummy variable (1 ifred flag cue.0 otherwise).

DRAxRFC = Interaction ofDRA and RFC.
• - Pearson r two-tailed significance level < 0.05.
** - Pearson r two-tailed significance level < 0.01.

RFC DRAxRFC
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.129** 0.111**
0.000
0.010
0.140** 0.093**
-0.002
0.009
-0.007
0.373**
0.628**

Table 8
Regression results of cue reading times (dependent
variable) on risk assessment dummy variable (DRA),
controlling for reading rate and risk level.
\r

• u

DRA
Reading Rate
Risk Level
Constant

Parameter

197.43
423.17
2885
649.47

*

116
4.80
3.17
524

0.017
<0.001
0.001
<0.001

1.58
5.17
0.79
720

0.059
<0.001
0216
<0.001

Overall F value = 12.86
Significance = <0.001
Adjusted R square = 263
n=l01
Panel B: Non-red flag cue reading times.
DRA
Reading Rate
Risk Level
Constant

321.67
1,02137
160.82
1^5.74

Overall F value = 10. II
Significance = < 0.001
Adjusted R square = 215
n=IOI
*one-tailed s^nificance levels.

Table 9
Regression results of sentence reading times from the
information screen (dependent variable) on risk
assessment dummy variable (DRA), RPC dummy
variable (RPC) and interaction term. Controls included
for reading rate and words.
,

Parameter

EstiWMU

t

P*

Panel A: Red flag cues and other cues.
DRA

2.79

2.83

0.002

RFC

5.48

3S4

<0.001

DRA X RFC

2.86

1.41

0.080

Reading Rate

13.89

16.46

<0.001

Number ofWords

2.12

38.46

<0.001

Constant

4.53

320

<0.001

2.80

im

0.002

13.19

14.06

<0.001

Number ofWords

231

38.06

<0.001

Constant

2.44

1.60

Overall F value = 384.86
S^nificance=< 0.001
Ad^ed R square = 216
n=655l
Panel B: Other (non-red flag) cues.
DRA
Reading Rate

Overall F value = 554.416
Significance = < 0.001
Adjusted R square = 238
n = 5316
'one-tafled significance levels.

0.055
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Table 10

Holistic
Risk
Assessed
Panel A: Total hours- low risk:
48.81
Mean
46.50
Median
Standard deviation
32.14

DecomDOsed Risk Assessed
All

Error 1st

Fraud 1st

61.98
53.50
30.47

67.73
56.50
33.16

55.18
51.00
26.88

61.12
58.50
32.27

57.75
58.50
26.08

66.50
59.00
41.32

62.46
55.00
42.36

74.92
60.00
51.11

47.73
50.00
23.46

51.00
50.00
23.85

53.81
50.00
27.29

46.50
45.00
17.38

-0.48
3.50
19.04

-7.19
0.00
20.69

7.45
7.00
13.86

10.12
6.50
19.54

3.94
4.50
7.99

20.00
8.75
27.89

Panel B: Total hours -high rislc:

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

46.90
51.00
19.52

Panel C: Tvpical hniirs - low risk;

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

42.58
32.00
35.97

Panel D: Tvpical hours -high risk-

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

38.44
40.00
20.22

Panel E: StandardiyeH hours - low risk:

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

6.23
1.00
18.05

Panel F: StandardiVeH hours - high rislc-

Mean
Median
Standard deviation

8.45
8.00
12.32

Table 11
Correlation statistics — Standardized hours
SH
Risk
RA
SH
Risk
RA

Fhtii

Risk

RA

Firm

0.192*

0.021
0.037

-0.094
-0.226*
-0.057

= StandardEed hours.
= Risk leveldummy variable (0 = 'tow',1 =
Tiigh').
= Risk assessment type dummy varable (0
= holisti:, 1 = decomposed, error 1st. 2 =
decomposed fraud 1st).
= Firm (iimmy varable.

*-Spearman r two-tailed s^ificance level<0.05.

Table 12
ANOVA: hours budgeted relative to a 'typical' audit as the
dependent variable with risk level (Risk), risk assessment type /
order (RA) and firm as independent variables.
df

MS

F

P*

Risk

1

Z6132

9.62

0.003

RA

2

2,2017

8.11

0.001

Firm

1

1033

038

0.539

RAX Risk

2

8563

3.15

0.047

RAX Firm

2

786.1

2.90

0.060

Risk X Firm

1

1,044.1

3.85

0.053

RAXRiskXFrm

2

574.6

112

0.126

Residual

96

271.6

Total

107

310.4

Main Effects:

Interactions:

*t\vo-iailed significance levels.

Table 13

Descriptive statistics:audit procedure rankings, weyns, and fraud effectiveness ratings (FE R).

%ofaudiOTsrMJ2J£ti'e^
Procedure

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Weght

FER

5th

>5th

Mean

Med.

SD

Mean

Med.

SD

19
ILl
83
E.O
102
16.7
65
14.8
E.O
6.5

64.8
D.9
7.4

8.0
17.5
20.6
6.4
9.4
7.8
8.0
12.8
5.1
43

7.0
r7i
20.0
5.0
B.O
5.0
5.0

7.8
9i

4.0
7.1
5.4
4.4
5.9
43
4.6
6.0
5.0
4.0

3.0
7.6
5J
4.7
6.0
4.0
4.0
63
5.0
3.0

2.8
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.5
2j5
2.8
2.6
2.9
2.5

4.0
7.4
53
4.8
5.6
4.7
4.6
6.0
4.9
43

3.0
8.0
53
5.0
53
5.0
43
6.0
5.0
4.1

3.0
2.4
2.6
2.6
23
23
2.7
2.7
2.8
2.6

8.0
7.6

4.0
6.7

110
3.8
73
4.6
B.8
7.7
5.7
3.8

53
4.0
62
3.9
43
6.1
52
3.6

4.0
7.0
5.6
3.4
6.8
3.1
4.0
6.7
4.7
3.0

2.6
2.9
2.6
23
2.4
2.7
2.8
23
2.9
233

Panel A: All auditors (n = 108)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

5.6
36.1
34J
L9
0.9
7.4
4.6
7.4
19
0.0

102
19.4
222
3.7
ILI
13.9
19
12.0
4.6
0.9

12.0
83

5.6
ILI
93

3.7
19.4
7.4
5.6
20.4
4.6
0.0

93
16.7
B.O
19
24.1
3.7
5.6

69.4
4L7
4L7
79.6
2\3
73.1
87.0

n.o

5.0
5.0

4.4
7.1
5.4
9.6
6J
5.4
42

Panel B: Auditors who made holistic risk assessments (n = 58).
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

L7
362
4L4
L7
17
6.9
52
3.4
L7
0.0

6.9
172
20.7
6.9
6.9
19.0
17
0.1
6.9
L7

B.8
8.6
D.8
52
172
52
52
293
L7
0.0

6.9
D.8
B3
3.4
155
13.8
L7
24.1
3.4
6.9

L7
B3
8.6
C.1
B3
20.7
3.4
B.8
B3
8.6

69.0
D.8
52
70.7
483
343
82.8

ni
75.9
82.8

73
18.8
212
62
8.4
8.9
7.1
D.l
4.6
43

5.0
20.0
20.0
5.0
B.O
B.O
5.0
15.0
5.0
5.0

7.6
B.8
B.I
4.9
6.7
5.9
83
5.4
5.1
43

nel C: Auditors who made dec omposed risk assessments (n = 50).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Procedure t

B.O
36.0
26.0
2.0
0.0
8.0
4.0
C.O
2.0
0.0

14.0
22.0
24.0
0.0
16.0
8.0
2.0
C.0
2.0
0.0

B.O
8.0

4.0
8.0

20
C.0

24.0
2.0
22.0
B.O
6.0
B.O
8.0
0.0

8.0
16.0
18.0
E.O
2.0
24.0
4.0
4.0

8.0
E.O
B.O
E.0
B.O
16.0
14.0
4.0

60.0
14.0
B.O
68.0
34.0
50.0
76.0
26.0
70.0
92.0

8.8
16.0
19.9
6.6
B.7
6.6
92
E.4
5.6
42

B.O
15.0
18.0
5.0
B.O
5.0
5.0
B.O
5.0
5.0

Examine supporting documents for positive confirmations not returned.

Procedure 2: Examine evidence of subsequent payment for positive confirmations not retumed.
Procedure 3; Perform analytical procedures on the aOouance, bad debts,and aging of receivables.
Procedure 4: Re viewthe A R ledger,cash receipts journal and sales journal for large or imusual items.
PnDcedure 5: Reviewthe sales returns after year-end to detennine the effect on the ARbalance.
Procedure 6: Reviewthe reconciliation ofthe sub-ledgerto the GLand investgate unusual items.
Procedure 7: Test existence of sales by tracing details from the sales journal to supporting documents.
Procedure 8: Test cutoff of sales, sales returns, and cash receipts at year end.
Pnjcedure 9: Ensure propertreatment of afl related party sales and AR
Procedure 10: Determine all receivables pledged, ass^ed, factored, or sold arc treated properly.

Table 14

Correlation statistics — Top five most important
audit procedures' metric.
Metric
Risk
DRA
Metric
Risk
DRA
Firm

Risk

DRA

Firm

-0.102

-0.133

0.322**

0.036

-0.212*
-0.010

= Top five most important audk procedures
metric.
Risk level dummy variable (0='bw', I =
•high').
Risk assessment type dummy variable (0
= hofistic, 1 = decomposed).
= Firo dummy variable.

* - Spearman r two-taifcd s^nificance level < 0.05.
** - Spearman r two-tailedsgnificance level < 0.01.

Table 15

ANCOVA: top five most important audit procedures' metric as
the dependent variable with risk level (Risk) and risk assessment
type (DRA) as independent variables and firm as covariate.
df

MS

F

P*

1

27,428,440

11.16

0.001

I

4,724,911

1S2

0.169

1

159,550

0.07

0.799

1

22,632

0.01

0524

101

2,458,763

105

2,699,915

Covariate:
Firm

Main Effects:
DRA
Risk

Interactions:
DRA X Risk

Residual
Total

•two-taikd significance levels.
"Note;
responses were elimmated due to a lack of
participant response regarding perceptions of the
effectiveness ofthe audit procedures at detecting fiaud.
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Table 16
Confidence in decomposed risk assessments: descriptive statistics.
Both risk
groups

Low risk
group

High risk
group

1.78
1.65
0.35

1.90
1.90
0.46

1.74
1.50
0.50

2.10
2.15
0.53

71.21
70.00
13.64

68.15
70.00
13.61

Panel D: Confidence - fraud risk assessment:
71.83
Mean
65-22
Median
65.50
70.00
Standard deviation
16.76
12.77

59.12
57.50
17.89

Panel Ar Frror risk assessment:
Mean
Median
Standard deviati on

1.84
1.75
0.41

Panel B: Fraud risk assessment:
Mean
Median
Standard deviation

1.93
2.00
0.54

Panel C: Cnnfidence - error risk assessment:
Mean
Median
Standard deviation

69.62
70.00
13.58

Table 17

Correlation statistics — G)nfidence data.
Risk
AAR
0.320*
0.124
DifRTonf
0.309*
Risk
Legsndi
DiflConf
Risk
AAR

= Difference ii confidence oferror risk
assessment and fraud risk assessment.
Risk level dummy variable (0 = 'bw', 1 =
•high').
Average first-order risk assessment.

•-Spearman r two-tailed s^nificance level < 0.05.

Table 18

Regression results of difference in SOU of fraud and error
risk assessment (dependent variable) on average
first-order risk assessment and risk level.
Variable
Average assessed risk
Risk Level
Constant
Overall F value = 2.12
Significance = .132
Adjusted R square = .044
•one-tafled s^ntficance levels

Parameter
Estimate

t

P*

-0.073
9.698
-10.07

-0.02
156
-0.80

0.491
0.028
0214
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APPENDIX B - FIGURES

Figure 1
Order effect comparison of niean hours budgeted relative to a 'typical audi.
30

-10

Low

High

Risk Level
# Dec / Error 1st

•Dec / Fraud 1st

A Holistic

Figure 2
Comparison of mean hours budgeted relative to a 'typical' audit.
12
10
8

6
4
2

0
•2

Low

High

Risk Level
•Decomposed

^ Holistic

Figure 3
Comparison of mean confidence for decomposed risk assessments.
75

70

65

60

55

High

Low
Risk Level
^ Unintentional^ (ntentlonal

APPENDIX C - CASE MATERIALS, TRAINING SECTION

liAnwioc8«i»:

Dear Colleague;
Please accept my sincere ttianks for completing ttiis audit
case. Your response is crucial to this research project's
success. Your firm has approved your participation, and I
appreciate your help.
This case is intended to be completed by an audit manager
or senior with at least one year of experience planning
audits. Please read the materials carefully with the same
care you would exerdse in a "real-world' audit planning
scenario. You will not be required to identify yourself as
neither you nor your firm will be identified in the research
results.

.gonliiniie;' -»

&R

Dduction screen.

• A-• • •.-v.-•

• •••

•-.•'••fettodtictfoo-

The purpose of this research is to examine how auditors use
information in audit planning. In order to receive valid results
the task requires your focused attention, therefore, please
try to complete this case at a time when you will not be
interrupted.
Rease dont communicate concerning the case with others
who are completing the case. If you do. the results may not
be valid. The value of this research depends on the degree
to which your responses are independent and correspond to
a real-world audit setting.

« Sack

screen, continued.

When you have completed ttie case, please exit ttie program
and return the disk to me in the self-addressed, stamped,
disk mailer provided.
By returning the disk to me you are giving me your permission
to use the data recorded on the disk from your participation
in the case. Remember, your responses will not be identified
individually or by firm.

Introduction screen, continued.

•tntnufocSon^

If you'd like to see the results of this project, drop me a
postcard, and I'll send you a copy. I'm grateful for your
participation in this research effort. If I can assist you in any
way. please let me know.
Sincerely.
Mark F. Zimbelman. CPA
University of Arizona
Department of Accounting
301 McClelland Hail
Tucson, Arizona 85721
(520) 621-3743

Introduction screen, continued.

Introduction

" "OewMwwii^oft""
Ptease do not begin unless you intend to finish the case
without interruption. Although you are not required to
examine all the information, if you do Hwill take
approximately 50 - 60 minutes to complete the remainder
of this case.

: I -Caned'

•

;SacJt:

Begitt-Xiemo; ».

Prompt to inform participants as to the required time commitment.
. .MainWenu;.:;

Informatian on Peaic Manufacturing

®iRnancial Statement Oatal

O

Descriptian of Operations

This computer program contains
informatian that you might use to
plan an audit You will be asked to
make planning decisions including
inherent risk assessments, planned
audit procedures, and staffing
deasions for the Accounts
Receivable of a hypotheticai client
Peak Manufacturing Company.

O Client Personnel
O Key Employee Compensatian
O Actrounting Polldes / Controls

The information to make these
planning dedsions is organized in
the menu at left This is referred
to as the 'Main Menu*. The button
below is similar to the buttons you
will use to navigate through the
program. Click it now to continue.

O Capital Structure

.QiiiiSn^pe^ »

Demonstration begins. Main Menu ~ training screen.

•U»btt4mur

Infarmotian an Peak

® Rnnndal Statement Dntaj

O Description of Ope
O Client Personnel
O Key Employee
When you'te teady to make

O Accounting Polides /

yoir

the button below You can retun to
this Man Menu at any time.

O Capital Structure

Main Menu -- training screen, continued.
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From this screen, you will be able to read information to help you plan
the audit. This screen has several buttons below which will help you
search the information. Please dick 'OK' now and try ALL the buttons
on this screen. The program will automatically continue after you tiy
EACH button on this screen.

Information screen ~ training.

Informatian Saeen

From this screen, you will be able to read information to help you plan
the audit This screen has several buttons below which vnll help you
search the information. Please dick 'OK' now and try ALL the buttons
an this screen. The program will automatically continue after you try
EACH button on this screen.

The following descriptians contain important
informatian about the program. Please read the
description on each button thoroughly before
proceeding!

Information screen — training, continued.
reading rate.

Prompt to get attention before collecting

102
Infoimation Screen

From this screen, you will be able to read information to help you plan
the audit This screen has several buttons below which will help you
search the information. Please dick 'OK' now and tiy ALL the buttons
on this screen. The program will automatically continue after you try
EACHC. .;• '
—T-TTa|itfB9

o

One more thing, whenever you are in this
screen, the computer will automatically pause if
it doesnt get a response from you after a short
time period. Hease leave this screen or use the
pause button If you're distracted from the case
materials.

I "' I

Information screen — training, continued. Information given regarding interrupt feature.

- htfoHMtion.-Scweit'

• Oefat'
An example of what you might read here is as follows: The Company has an
issue of unsecured bonds outstanding. PLEASE CONTINUE UNTIL YOU'VE
TRIED ALL THE BUTTONS!

«Go:fej«ck lo prartous irem ^ :

r :&wtin«e fOfnextit8ift»^

;^ni9W;Ktitep44.:

Information screen ~ training, continued.

Information Screen

Oehl
An example of what you might read here is as (ollows: The Company has an
issue of unsecured bonds outstanding. PLEASE CONTINUE UNTIL YOU'VE
TFUED ALLTHE BUTTONSI

Curtwie BiaiBft

o

This button allows you to view the next sentence
on a given topic. During the case, you will see
the sentence in the box above.

ac

3

Information screen ~ training, continued. Explanation of "continue" button.

information Screen

OeblAn example of what you might read here is as fallows: The Company has an
issue of unsecured bonds outstanding. PLEASE CONTINUE UNTIL YOU'VE
TRIED ALLTHE BUTTONSI

O

This button allows you to go back through the
sentences you've read since entering this
screen.

. Retum.to pm.Sub Mmmv

Information screen — training, continued. Explanation of "previous item" button.

104
Infonnation Screen

Motepwt (^taatK

This button allows you to pause the program in
case you are interrupted. Please use this
button only in emergencies!

SB

- ..

Babun te Jiua(.:S)>b Vw

Infonnation screen ~ training, continued. Explanation of "pause" button.

Information Screen

Oeht
An example of what you might read here is as fallows; The Company has an
issue of unsecured bonds outstanding. PLEASE CONTINUE UNTIL YOU'VE
TRIED ALL THE BUTTONSI
SufcMenttButtoft
This button allows you to return to the prior sub
menu so you can select another categoty of
information or go back to the Main Menu.

©

r-n
I
I

B

/ R^<im:io«mM;£bb Maiw

Information screen — training, continued. Explanation of "return to prior submenu"
button.
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Information Screen
Notapad

Oolhil
An example of wtiol you might read here is as follows; The Company has an
issue of
TRIED AL

o

As you read each sentence, the computer ¥/ill
ask you If you want to copy the sentence to a
'Notepad'. Please transfer all potentially
relevant information to the Notepad. For
example, any information you would use to
justify your planning decisions to the partner
should be copied to the Notepad.

•QKiy:

Information screen ~ training, continued. Explanation of "view notepad" button.

Information Screen

Notepad Qntents.
Notepad Contents: Debt: An example of what you might read here is as
follows: The Company has an issue of unsecured bonds outstanding.
CONTINUE UNTIL YOU'VE TRIED ALL THE BUTTONS!

:vi PLEASE

••

This button alloi fts you to view information that
you've copied ti the Notepad one sentence at a
time.

Information screen ~ training, continued.
continued.

Explanation of "view notepad" button

Infarmatfon Screen
Notepad-

Noii^ailCMteiit*

Notepad Contents; Debt An example of what you might read here is as
follows; The Company has an issue of unsecured bonds outstanding.

P1.EASE piNTINI IF,IINTII YTIIIVF XBIFR.AI I THF.BIITTnNSI
•i
f)«0HHuAnQon:

You have now tried all the buttons on this screen. Click
'OIC' to return to the Main Menu and continue the
demonstration. If you want to try the buttons again, elide
'Cancel'.

IMH

Cancel

Information screen ~ training, continued.

Waite-Metw:^

Information on Peaic Manufacturing

You will be asked to
provide several responses
pertinent to the audit plan
of Peak Manufacturing.
Please press the button
labeled 'Go To Response
Section' to see a list of
responses you will be
asked to make.

Main Menu — training, continued.

Please select one of
the menu items and
dick the OK button.

When you'ie ready lo mdke youi
planmg decaam. please cick an
the button below You un return lo
ttxs Man Menu al any dme

107

Response Items

® Document Risk Assessments ^

O Make Staffing Decisions
O

This menu sho¥rs you
the types of responses
you will be asked to
make. Your responses
relate only to Peak's
acxounts receivable.
You can look back at
the information items as
necessary to make the
planning judgments.

Select Audit Procedures

£anlimw Doao »

Response screen — training.

Rfespwsg Sectton-

Response Herns

€>!Dacument Risk Assessments!

O Make Staffing Dectsions
O

Select Audit Procedures

Response screen ~ training continued.

To assist you with reviewing the
information, two buttons below
labeled View Notepad' and 'Return
to Main Menu' have been included.
Please return to this information as
needed. Click 'OK' now (while
'Document Risk Assessments' is
selected) to review some of the
responses you'll be asked to make.

108
Response Section

OefinMott

o

Please assume that Inherent Risk Is defined as
follows: The risk of a material misstatement in
the client's accounts independent of internal
controls and audit tests.

• CHCvi'j

Definition given to participants making holistic risk assessments.

Please assume the fallowing definitions apply to the terms used in the case.

Inherent Risk of
UNINTENTIONAL
Misstatement
Inherent Risk of
INTENTIONAL
Misstatement

NOTE:

The risk of a material misstoiement generated
unintentionally In tfie dienfs finanoal statements,
e g. an error.

The nsk of a matenal misstatement ol the dienfs
hnanaal stotements generated through an intentionaJ
manipulation of the account balances, e g, finanaal
statement fraud or excessively biased reporting
Both inherent risk concepts above are independent
at internal controls or audit tests

Definitions given to participants making decomposed risk assessments.

109
Response Secdon

Deftrtttoas
You may refer back to these terms as needed
during the risk assessment process by simply
clicking the button labeled Terms.'

O

CK;

Next screen given to participants who made decomposed risk assessments.

Response Section

" " "

©

In addition to your inherent risk assessments,
you will also be asked (or a 'confidence'
assessment This is simply a measure otyour
certainty regarding your risk assessment in the
circumstances described by the case.

Information given to all participants regarding confidence assessment.

no

ACCOU^^TS RECEIVABLE
Inherent Risk:

Confidence in Risk Assessment:

Imfcate beiow your pcefianaiy aneifetit
of Ihe ikdihood that Mletial aintaleaenU
ml emt in Ihe unaudMed balances;

What ts four degree of confidence oc
uncertainty about (hit ri*k atteifent?

Scale Value

ScA Value

100

EI
tow

Mediwa

o:

High

Notatal
Confident

CoMpletely
Confident

^ This screen contains scroll bars to document your risk
assessments and your confidence in these assessments.
Press 'Continue* now to practice by doing 2 complete risk
assessments.

Practice screen given to participants who made holistic risk assessments.

Risk Assessments for Client Accounts

ACCOUIVfTS RECEIVABLE

I

Inherent Risk:

Confidence in Risk Assessment:

liMficate below your pteSninary assestaieni
of the Ekdihood that material aisstateaentx
wit east tn the unaudtted balances:

What t> your degree of confidence or
uncertainty aiiout Ihis risk assessaient?

:•

SI
1

:'Oimmsfrstfi>i«v!
The values that you are about to enter were
generated randomly by the computer and are
not meant to reflect the conditions in this case!

100

m
Low

ii-loKi::;:

Coiapletely
CorvfidefU

Practice screen given to participants who made holistic risk assessments, continued.

Ill

• RtskAwwroentglwtafeiitAegBOTts.... I
1
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Inherent Risk:

Confidence in Risk Assessment:

Indicale behm four pfetainaiy asses*aent
of ttie BteHiood that aaterial •jutateaenti
wfl ent in Uie unaudted biiliwcei:

What is your degiee of canfjdence oc
uncertainiT about Uitt ritk aiieiifnt?

Scafe Value

Scale Vafc<e

IfJiii

lISi::

1

2

3

0

100

LOT

HledUB

High

Notatal
Conlident

CoapMeiy
Confident

Practice screen given to participants who made holistic risk assessments, continued.

Watr'AsstMgrecBtetoirCttentjtoawm^

• ••• •••••

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
INHERENT RISK OF
UNINTENTIONAL MISSTATEMENT
Indicale bekN* youf ptufainaty aiieiiiMnt of
the aceShood that nateiial Unintentionai
•KxialeiBenlx east n (he unaudiled balances:

Confidence in Risk Assessment
Wtiat is your degree of confidence oc
uncertainly about this risk assessaent?

Scale Value

Scale Value

1 ^ 1

1^1

1

2

tri
Low

3

tri
Mediua

High

0

100

i;-;!

m
Hot at al
Conlident

This screen contoins scroll bars ta document your inherent
f risk
assessments and your confidence in these
assessments. Press 'Continue* now to practice by doing 2
7" complete risk assessments.

CoiWietehp
Cortlident

^

•finrlinuOr.

Practice screen given to participants who made decomposed risk assessments.
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Risk Assessments for Client Accounts

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
INHERENT RISK OF
UNINTENTIONAI. MISSTATEMENT
Indicate beiovi youi ptdainafy assexiaeni ai
the HteBiood lhat •aterial UninteiHiaiial

Confidence in Risk Assessment
What IS four degiee of confidBnce or
uncertJiH^ about Ihit fttk anei«wcnl?

OemmstrMiwn

o

The values that you are about to enter were
generated randomly by the coinputer and are
not meant to reflect the conditions in this case!
100

1E3

OK;

Coapleteiy
Confident

Low

Practice screen given to participants who made decomposed risk assessments, continued.

-•fllsfcAwwiOT«ta-for''CO^^

;•- vv•

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
INHERENT RISK OF
UNINTENTIOrOAL MISSTATEMENT
Indicale below yaw pteCninaiT axtessment of
the EkelSiood ttiat naterial Unintenlionai
oiinialeaents extxl in the unaudfted t>alancex:

Confidence in Risk Assessment
What is rout degree of confidence ot
unceftainiy about this lisk assessment?

Scale Value

Scale Value

1^ 1
1
LOOT

lis

1^1

2

3

Mednjm

High

I"! 2. Press the t^tmue' button at nghL

Q
Not at an
Confident

100
Complelely
CofiRdent

£:'C<ii>linae'>x-.'p
'•L

Practice screen given to participants who made decomposed risk assessments, continued.
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Risk Assessments far Client Accounts

OtaMmdratiaA

o

Good job! Now assess Inherent Risk of
INTEhniONAL Misstatement as sliown at the
bottom of the screen.
OK

Practice screen given to participants who made decomposed risk assessments, continued.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
«NHER£HT mSK.Or

tMrEHTK»IAL WjfeSTATEWaiT'"

'Whal;irfaai'ilegiwa{'canii^^

wintafciM nti ci>rit.iiRttie oBa«iifcit.halai>cgc-.
Scale V^ue:
•V•

s:
Cim-

•3-

IS

..ScafeVolie..
•O • • •
"WWrM-a* •
Confident.

1. Assets Inheient Risk of Intentianal MisKateaefit at 1.6, confidence 65.
2. Press the "Continue' button at right

too
jS

CwtpMe^!-

£anlimw»

Practice screen given to participants who made decomposed risk assessments, continued.
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You have now completed the training
portion of this case. If you need to take a
break before proceeding, please do so
now. When you are ready to complete the
case dick the button labeled Begin
Program'.

fiegirtProgfSMt)

End of training screen.
Response Section

'J''/'
Hi*®**!! ';/
Bcfltn

ff*

' ' %'•

ft, -ft

tt'f

/'i:

If you continue you will not be able to review the
instructions any furtlier. Ftease begin only if you
antiapate that you will be able to complete the case
materials vmtliout significant interruption.

**»

^ *

'4

I 0*^ I
fj

ffff *f** /,

f ft

Oaveet

/ f ft** * f., tA**

f*

ftft***f

f, •» ** ** /f f, f

t <*/<{>!>S

.•

•r> f. •y.'V.

*

•V •' ;

End of training screen, continued.

9> '
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Response Section

Remember, you are planning the audit of Peak
Manufacturing's accounts receivable.

}SS&M»W;lSSiCiS
!SS?iSSW;5-:SS

End of training screen, continued.
Response Section

• .

gctffrCwe

Your main task at this point is to assess
inherent risk for accounts receivable.

End of training screen, continued.

116
Information Screen

Peak Manufacturing produces a vanety of products used primarily for
industrial application.

O

Please note that (unless your Notepad already
has a particular sentence| ttie computer will not
allow you to leave a sentence without asldng
you if you want to copy it<
. .OK .

Katwii (opcjof

:

Prompt that trained participants on notepad feature the first time they read a sentence.

117

APPENDIX D - CASE MATERIALS, MAIN SECTION AND CUES
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MstRMemi

Information on Peak Manufacturing
(Douiile clicfc foe denaiptian of •enu ilaa|

O Financial Statement Data
® Description of Operations

Please select one of
the menu items and
dicfc the OK button.

O Client Personnel

QK

O Key Employee Compensation
O Accounting Polides / Controls

When you'ie leady to make you
pJormng dectsom. please cfck on
the button below. You cen rehjm to
this Man Menu et any tine:

O Capital Structure
So

0

Main Menu screen indicates categories of information about the client.
;

^

. • •.

.

t &»!»:

3 years audited and current
year unaudited information.
Please select one of
the menu items and
dick the OK button.
®'Assets,

O Uabilities and Equity
O Income Statements
...Rtfum-.tDMjm.MaM.'.

Financial statement data submenu.

119

• fTnwchtStetemewte
ASSETS
1994

1993

Audited
1992

1991

Current Assets:
<sea * baXov)
(in titousamts)
Cash
$ 44
$
93
$ 196
$ 116
6,682
£,924
6,761
Accounts recelvabXe
7,718
AUmrance for DA £ Sales Returns
(£02)
(384)
(323)
(399)
9,643
8,049
9,346
Inventories
10,660
221
367
131
Other current assets
217
Total current assets
Property, plant, and eqiiipi iit:
Land
Buildings
Macliinar7 and equipaent
Less: acmae. deprec. C aeort.

18,037

16,037

739
3,167
4,891
(3,218)

739
739
739
3,167
3,037
2,866
3,149
3,970
3,740
(4,693) (4,110) (3,372)

Property, plant and equip., net

3,379

Total Assets

$21,616

4,360

13,011

13,773

3,636

3,773

$20,417 518,667 $19,348

Assise the preliainary balances will be the balances you

Till

audit.

Assets screen.

LIABILITIES £ EQUITT

Preliminary
1994

1993

Audited
1992

1991

Current LlahHities:
Hotes pay. £ current LTD
Accounts
trade
Accrued and other liabilities

payabla -

Total current liabilities
Long-term Liabilities:
Long-term debt
Other

(see * below)
(in thousands)
$ 1,884
$ 4,071 S 1,202 S 3,680
3,249
1,618
1,927
1,334
2,148
2,331
2,166
2,299
7,432

7,837

3,680

7,400

2,349
433

2,347
170

2,060
323

2,123
334

Total liabilities
Stockholders' Equity:
CooBMin stock - no par value
Retained earnings **

10,416

10,334

8,063

9,879

472
10,728

472
9,391

472
10,132

472
9,197

Total stockholders' equity

11,200

10,063

10,604

9,669

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUIT7

$21,616

$20,417 $18,667

$19,348

* Asstmie the prpiiwinary balances will be the balances you
** Cash dividends o£ $233,000 were paid each year.

Liabilities and equity screen.

Till

audit.
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. Bniitwliit StateweoU

IKOME STJlTQlEirTS

Prelialnary
1994

1993

mvif-itad
1992

1991

(sea * balov)
(in thousands)
$47,938 $44,922 $43,360
Salas (nat of ratums C alXmr ) $48,621
33,882
31,224
33,680
33,072
Cost of Goods SoLd
Gross FcoXlt
Oparatm? Expanses:
Selling
General and AtkiinxstratiTe
Other
Total
Incoae (Loss) before taxes
Incoae tax expense (benefit)
Het IncoM (Loss)

13,349

12,076

13,698

11,680

8,993
2,793
1,398

9,303
2,748
647

7,303
2,643
1,417

7,196
2,542
1,141

13,186

12,700

11,367

10,879

2,131
963

801
327

$ (308) $ 1,168

$ 474

2,363
993
$ 1,370

(624)
(316)

* Asstoae the preliminary balances will be the balances jrou will audit.

Income statements screen.
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Desafegm»BfOtM«aBtMi5

Operating and Marketing Information

^'Products Produced and Soldj
(2 MfHencM on lt« logic.1

O

Ptease select one of
the menu items and
dicdc the OK button.

Customers / Market
(2 sentences on iNt topic.)

O Competition / Marketing
P sentences on this topic.)

Hdwn'tii|bris.Memi:

Description of operations submenu.

122

Submenu
Group
Description of
Operations:
Products
Produced and
Sold

Low Risk Cues
Peak Manufacturing produces a
variety of products used
primarily for industrial
application.

The industries that the client
sells to are currently exhibiting
a high amount of growth and
success.
Description of
Operations:
Customers /
Market

Competition /
Marketing

The industries that the client
sells to are currently
experiencing difficult economic
conditions.

Peak Manufacturing sells to a
diverse pool of industrial firms
of which no customer's sales
exceeds 5% of total revenues.
The Company does not sell to
any related parties.

Description of
Operations:

High Risk Cues

The Company sells
approximately 20% of its
products to related companies.

Peak Manufacturing competes
with five other major
manufacturers and has
maintained approximately 20 to
25% of the market share over
the past 5 years.
The Company has a sales force
of individuals who contact
clients and potential customers
on a regular basis.
Overall, the Company has
maintained profits near the
industry average.

Overall, the Company's profits
have often been below the
industry average.

123

<^:President | Chief Executive Officefi
(5 senlencn on ths tope.)

O Chief Rnandal Officer
(5 ssr<ences on Ihs Icpc.)

O Controller

Please select one of
the menu items and
dick the OK button.

(5 sentences on iHs to(ic.|

O Accounting Staff
1< senlences on dus tope.)

O Vice President of Operations
(5 scniencn on Ihs lope.)

O Vice President of Marketing
15

senerces on ihs lopic.)

Description of Personnel submenu.

OR
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Submenu
Group

Low Risk Cues

Client
Personnel:

George Schuitz, Age 50.

President /
Chief
Executive

Tenure: Been with the firm for
7 years.

Officer

Education & Credentials: BS:
Political Science, MBA:
Marketing.
Management Style: Mr.
Schuitz delegates as much as
possible to the Company's
management team.

High Risk Cues

Management Style: Mr. Schuitz
exerts a very dominant
presence across all phases of
the firm's operation.

Experience: 22 years in
marketing in the industry prior
to joining the Company.
Client
Personnel:
Chief
Financial
Officer

Theo Smith, Age 48.
Tenure: Been with the firm for
21 years: CFO for past 9 years.
Education & Credentials: BS
and MS: Accounting, CPA.
Management Style: Mr. Smith
has always provided a great
deal of input in the Company's
financial decisions and requires
his staff to provide input to him
to assist him in these decisions.
Experience: 3 years in a Big-6
CPA firm; Assistant Controller
for 5 years. Controller for 7
years.

Management Style: Mr. Smith
is very unpredictable in his
leadership; he often gives his
staff one direction only to
change later because the
President. Mr. Schuitz didn't
like the decision that he made.
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Submenu
Group
Client
Personnel:
Controller

Low Risk Cues
Fred Beck, Age 34.
Tenure: Been with the firm for
6 years
Education & Credentials: BS:
Accounting, CPA.
Management Style: Mr. Beck is
a hard worker who requires his
staff to do the same; the
managerial tone with Mr.
Beck's staff is largely set by the
CFO. Mr. Smith.
E.xperience: 5 years with a
local CPA firm.

Client
Personnel:
Accounting
Staff

The Assistant Controller
worked with a Big-6 CPA firm
for 3 years, she has a BS in
Accounting, and has worked
with the firm for 2 years.
The Assistant Controller has
one supervisor working under
her who has a BS in Finance
and he has worked for Peak for
less than 1 year.
Under the Supervisor are 4
accounting Clerks who are in
charge of PayToll & Accounts
Payable, Accounts Payable,
Accounts Receivable, and
General Accounting.
The Clerks have been with the
firm for 6 months to 4 years
with the average being 2 years.

High Risk Cues
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Submenu
Group
Client
Personnel:
Vice President
of Operations

Low Risk Cues
Chris Streeter, Age 40.
Tenure: Been with the firm for
4 years.
Education & Credentials: BS:
Mechanical Engineering,
MBA: Operations.
Management Style: Mr.
Streeter exhibits a democratic,
quiet leadership that provides
maximum input and
responsibility of staff members
and individual workers.
Experience: 17 years in the
industry prior to joining the
Company.

Client
Personnel:
Vice President
of Marketing

Tammy Miller, Age 46.
Tenure: Been with the firm for
2 years.
Education & Credentials: BS:
Marketing.
Management Style: Ms. Miller
practices a dynamic, autocratic
leadership wherein she
demands commitment and
obedience from her staff.
Experience: 8 years in the
industry prior to joining the
Company: previously sold real
estate.

High Risk Cues

€>!Salniy Infofmation
(1 wKence on each Key Employee.|

O Executive Bonus Ptan
IE Mnlencet on tha tope. I

Ptease select one of
the menu items and
dick the OK button.

.Mi

Rehm'toi&M>MaW'

Employee Compensation submenu.

Submenu
Group
Key Employee
Compensation:
Salary
Information

Low Risk Cues
President / Chief Executive
Officer: George Schultz
receives a base salary of
$100,000 plus a bonus.
Chief Financial Officer: Theo
Smith receives a base salary of
$60,000 plus a bonus.
Controller: Fred Beck receives
a base salary of $40,000 plus a
bonus.
Accounting Staff: Accounting
staff, other than the Controller
and CFO, receive base salaries
ranging from $20,000 to
$38,000.
Vice President of Operations:
Chris Streeter receives a base
salary of $65,000 plus a bonus.
Vice President of Marketing:
Tammy Miller receives a base
salary of $75,000 plus a bonus.

High Risk Cues
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Submenu
Group

Low Risk Cues

Key Employee
Compensation:

A bonus plan was implemented
in November 1991.

Executive
Bonus Plan

The plan stipulates that
contributions will go into a
bonus pool at the sole
discretion of the Board of
Directors.

High Risk Cues

The plan stipulates that
contributions will go into a
bonus pool each year as
follows: 20% of audited net
income over a base of $200,000
and less than $500,000; 35% of
audited net income between
$500,000 and $1,000,000; and
50% of audited net income over
$1,000,000.

The bonus pool is allocated to
the following five executives:
President & CEO, CFO,
Controller, Vice President
Operations, Vice President
Marketing.
Allocations from the bonus
pool to the executives are made
based on the relative weights of
each individual's base salary.
Bonus allocations for 1991,
1992. and 1993 were $85,000,
$133,000 and $81,000.
respectively.

Bonus allocations for 1991 and
1992 were $55,000 and
$319,000, respectively; no
bonuses were allocated in 1993
due to the loss.

The Board of Directors has not
decided the amount to allocate
to the pool for 1994.

Bonus allocations based on
preliminary income figures will
total $420,000 for 1994.
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®iAccounts Receivable
(7
Ihts topicl

antences on

Please select one of
the menu items and
didc the OK button.

O Audit Hisloiy
15

stnlencei on Ihs topitl

O Internal Controls
(4 «n(efices on this topicj

Hehan-.tnlliaB Wow.':

Accounting Policies and Controls submenu.
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Submenu
Group
Accounting
Policies and
Controls:
Accounts
Receivable

Low Risk Cues
Sales are generally made on
account and recorded when
shipped which is consistent
with the Company's policy of
FOB shipping point.
Sales terms are 2% discount for
payment within 10 days with
the net due within 30 days.
Receivables are recorded for
the gross invoice amount and
discounts are recorded when
taken.
Accounts are written off only
after extensive collection
efforts are taken.
A committee made up of the
CEO, the CFO, and the VP of
Marketing approves the write
off of any account greater than
$1,000; the allowance for
doubtflil accounts is based on
an analysis of accounts
outstanding as determined
necessary by the same
committee.
The Company has about 900
active credit customers with 10
customers' balances comprising
about 15% of total receivables.
The other customers' balances
range from S2,000 to $30,000
with the average around
$7,000.

High Risk Cues
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Submenu
Group
Accounting
Policies and
Controls:
Audit History

Low Risk Cues

High Risk Cues

Audits of Peak Manufacturing
have resulted in unqualified
audit opinions for the past 15
years.
This will be the third year our
firm has audited the Company.
In the prior two audits, no
contentious audit issues have
emerged as the client has
generally been very
cooperative.

In the prior two audits, some
contentious audit issues have
emerged but they have always
been resolved in a satisfactory
maimer.

Minor adjustments resulting
from prior audits have
generally been related to the
cutoff for accounts payable, the
allowance for doubtful
accounts, and the inventory
reserve.
The President, Mr. Schultz, has
been very supportive of the
audit team in the past resulting
in a cooperative attitude among
all client personnel.

The President, Mr. Schultz. has
expressed his frustration about
prior audits saying that auditors
are too conservative and
usually at his expense.
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Submenu
Group

Low Risk Cues

Accounting
Policies and
Controls:

Internal controls are considered
typical for a small to medium
sized manufacturing company.

Internal
Controls

Because the Company is
relatively small, internal
controls are not extensive
though they are deemed
adequate and cost beneficial.
The audit partner has deemed it
inefficient to rely on and
perform testing of controls.
The Company does not have an
internal auditing flmction.

High Risk Cues
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CijfhtSlHidate-

® Debt
(5 tentences on the tope. I

Please select one of
the menu items and
dick the OK button.

O Equity
13 wrtencei on Ihs lege I

R«<ian.io HaiaMeiiQ'.;

Capital Structure submenu.
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Submenu
Group
Capital
Structure:
„.
Debt

Low Risk Cues
The Company has a $6,000,000
line of credit available from a
local bank.
Borrowings under the line of
credit bear interest at the prime
interest rate and are
collateralized by the
Company's accounts
receivable.
Additionally, the Company has
a note payable to a bank which
bears interest at 9% and is
payable in monthly
installments.
This note is secured by
property, plant, and equipment.
Violation of the debt covenants
for both the line of credit and
the note payable has never been
a problem for the Company,
including the current year.

High Risk Cues
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Submenu
Group
Capital
Structure:
„ ,
Equity

Low Risk Cues

High Risk Cues

The Company is incorporated
in the same state in wliich its
business is located.

The Company's stock is
publicly traded over the counter
and is held by numerous
investors.

The Company's stock is closely
held by about 20 investors none
of which are employees.

The President of Peak
Manufacturing is also the
Chairman of the Board and the
largest shareholder with 27% of
the stock.

The stock is not traded
interstate or through the mail,
therefore, the Company is not
regulated under federal
securities laws.

No employees other than the
President hold more than 3% of
the stock.

Informatian Screen

Prodocte Prorfacerfantf •SoW
Peak Manufacturing produces a vanely of products used pnmanly far
industrial application.

Copy sentence to Notepad for justifying
planning dedsions?

-Jife*;EJMnK.
l0.pnoi.)SfAFM««M

Example of notepad prompt.
atmtthmSaeen:Notepad:iteA 2of i3L :

- Prodacts^ Pf otfttceif anrf'SoM
The industries tliat the client sells to are currently expenendng difficult
economic conditions.

«• 6Q fejtektQ;prey<pj*st

.j£pM«nW;«

Eatt«
IMum- loMw MenW'

Notepad screen.

Indicate below your budget for auditingthe Accounts Receivable of Peak Monufactunng;

Please alocale planned ham needed to paifom the necewaiy audft pcocediae*, nperrise audR
paisonnel. and levtew the audK fiorii for die accounts cecaivalile of Peak Manufacluiaia:
AudXor Level
Planned Hou»«

Ught
Staff

Heavy
Staff

Coniirai balances : 0. . ; : 0
Olhef A/R «mik*

. p

; 0

Heavy
Senioc

UoN
Senior
; 0

: 0

0

; 0

Heavy Light Heavy
Moi. Sr. M^. Sr. Mx Paitriet

LsN
My.
;

0

•; 0

:

i

0

;

0

0 ;
;

0

0

; p

; p

TOTAL

:

. p : ..ft...

T1

' OUtei A/R WQifc includes aftemalive pioceduies for positive confinMlions
not returned as nel as ottief procedures for accounts lecetvable.

Yota alocalian of hours by audilac level aie four planned 'autCI resources* for aucfiUng AVn.
laagine a TYPICAL medum lized aanuiaclunhg cieni nhete conliols nefe not refied on. Based on
fOui espefience. hdicale on the scale behm hm yow eapected level of "awfit lesouices' fa Peak
Manufacturing's A/R collates mtti this TYPICAL audK:
Scale Vahie

•5

Much less than a

TtpcaJAudt

a

*5

Sane as a

Much mace than a
Typical Audit

"iypicMAutk

Jjekte/nanrVA

.Retom lo'piiot

ise screen for recording budgeted hours.

Staffing Decisions
Indicate belowyour budget for auditing the Accounts Receivable of Peak Manufacturing;

Please alocale planned hours needed la petfota the necessaiy audS procedutes. tupetvise audit
petsonnel. and review the audit mtk for ^ accounts receivable of Peak Manufacturing:
AudMor Level
Platmad Hours

Heavy
Staff

Ligw
Senor

Heavy
Senior

tjght

My

Light

Heavy
Heavy
Mgr Sr. Mj Si Mgr. Partner

TOTAL

S8S;

Confina

; pats Checfc

Other A/R irack
•ther AyR
not returned

You have not entered any budgeted hours for
confirming receivables! Please enter your
hours before proceeding.

m

Yout alocalian

g A/R.

••agine a TYPIC
four espetience.^
Manufadiaing's >

im. Based on
ces" fat Peak
Scale Value

-5

ML
Much les than a
TyoicalAudl

m
Same as a
TynicalAudt

ijeip fot.iKmA«Ai(tiMn'.'«nacc
to help ensure reasonable budget data.

Much more than a
TyncalAucit

' '.Mm IO.'pTO.&^

tm
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.Accotmte-SBceWs&le MtdftFtoceiiiire*
Bdow IS a fat of 10 audk piocedures for audUng accounts raceivabie. Please tank the top 5 'aost
innitant' audit pfoceduies HMI respect to audMng Peak Manufacturing's accounts leceivalile.
(ndbate yaw lankaig by anteiwg a niaabef betvnan 1 and 5 mUi 1 bni^ your 'taost a^mlant*
pcocadiae foi the auA oi Peak Manrfactinng. 2 being the nest anst iapoitanl. and so forth.
The audt procedLies shown on this Kieen ae ntended to encsnipan the wok you budgeted hoiR lai In Ihe'OIha
A/R walk' calegcxy You totjl budgeted houts lot this woik a :hoi«n at the botton of the xietn. These pnxxduret do
not indude ujiifti'iiiiu accounts is this was a separate budget iem.

["•

Esanine supporting doci—ents fot posilive confirMlions not returned.
Ecaaiine evidence of mhtequBnt payaent fw poalive eaiAtmalion* not relumed.
Perfora analytical pmceduies on the alowjnce. bad debts, and aging of receivafales.
Review the AR lertger. cash receipts ioutnai. and sales joumal for large or unusual teas.
Review tale* returns aftef yew-end lo deteraaie the effect on the AR t>alance.
Review the lerainidSalion of (he sub-ledget to tite GL and investigate unusual iteas.

KJ

Test existence of tales by tracing detais Iroa the tales ioumal to the supporting docuaients.
Test cutoff of tales, tales letims. and cash receipts at year end.
Enstne propes tiealaent of al related party sales and A/R.
Oeteiaine all recetvaUes pledged, assigned, factored, or sold are treated proper^.

Hous budgeted lor
Other A/R work;

£onlir»je»-

First screen used to record audit procedure selections.

Please ^iocate 100 points lo the folowihg audft procedures accordmg to the percentage of your aurft
lesoutces that you need to petfora an effective auA of Peak's accoiaits leceivabie. For esaaple.
alocating 4 to a procedure mdnates you beSeve twice as auch audit resources (Le.. cnediined hours
and aurfior level) ate needed wfieii cnapated with a proixrlure wtiich you alocate a 2.
Note: In the task, you ar aiocale pants lo at tnany of Ihe 10 procedues as you leei s dppiapnate
CorAinng accoi^ balmces has been onulted snce this was budgeted sepaateiy II anoto audt
ptocedue that you tieteve s necessary it missing liam the ist bdow. please gnoie Ihs procedure and
aiocate the 100 ponts assunngyoudo not need <o perform that procedure

Sabtalal-;

rank

Examine supporting dorurnerrts for positive confimiatians not returned.
Examine evidence of

J

mbtequent payaent for positive confiiaations not returneiL

Perfota analytical procedures on (lie atowance. bad debts, and aging of iei»ivables.

I [Oo

fS

Review (lie AR ledger, cash receip(s (ownai. artd tales journal for large or unusual iteas.
Review sales letians aftet year-end to determine (he effec( on (he AR balance.
Review the recondliation of the sub-ledger (o (he GL and inves(iga(e utusual Kems.
T est e)iis(ence of tales by (racing detaih from (he sales journal (o (he tuppoiling dnruarn(t.
Tett cutoff of sales, tales returns, and cash receipts at year end.
Ensure proper (reabeent of al leMed par(y sales and A/R.
Deteiaihe al lecetvables pledged, aviijied. fairlored. or told ate treated properly.

Second screen used to record audit procedure selections.

Aciaiunts Receivable Audit Procedures
Pleaie tMacMe 100 ptiinU to the tuluwiiig audR procedures accordhg to the percentage of foui oudk
lesoutces that you need to peifota an eHective audSt of Peak's accounts receivable. For exaapie.
alocating 4 to a procedure inSctte* you heie vw twim as widi audit lesouices (Le.. raahiwri hours
and auiBor levell ate needed «dien rnnarrrt nitli a ptocedure MMch you alocate « 2.
Note: In the task, you can akcate points to ax nurv of the 10 procedures at you fed is eppropiiate:
Confimwigaccairt balances has bmomtted since Ihir was budgeted Mpdrate^. If another auft
nocedue that you beieve is necessary is missing ftom Ihe ist below, please ignore this procedure and
alocate the 100 points assuringyou do not need to perform that prooedue
rank

Perfo •;
Revii:'

100

0«iw> Cbcdc

Esaaf;
E:

Subtotal;

a

You have some of your top Ave procedures
which have zero of the 10Q points allocated to
them. If this is correct, dick 'OK*, otherwise
dick'Cancel'.

•ned.
ixtvabies.
nusual iteas.

Revir;

ce.

Bevie ^

ul iteas.

T est enstence o( sales by ti^cAit oefans iroC (Ko sMei ibuti^ lo the sup^tng dotMnents.
Test cutoff nf sales, sales retms. and cash recess at 3*ea> end.

Enstve proper treataent of al related party sales and A/R.
Deteraine al recervaUes pledged, assigned, factored, or scU are beated properly.

x^Saoki

ReKanto psiM-Sufi Menu-

Prompt to ensure reasonable responses.

Informatian Screen

"nttig.ottt

O

Time out due to inactivity. Click 'OK' to
continue.

<.< 00. '•

\(X::
aause'
AeAan. I0.p(iar.:£^.i(«na..
llgew.MMepatr.

Example of interrupt feature.
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Main Menu

Infonnation on Peak Manufacturing
(Doirfile cficfc fat detciiptioo of aenu ilMi)

O Rna !•«?]

You have reviewed 1 menu items. You only
need to record the planning decisions once.

O Pes
O Cliei;
O Key

CtetltPbtiiil-

o

e of
nd

n you want to review more menu items before
recording your planning decisions elide
'Cancel', othenrise didc 'OK'.

;

Cioi^;
yoiM

O AccountinQ t^olides y Controls"

ptaming becsiom. otease cick on
the button bek)w. You c«i retim (o
this Main Menu at any tine.

<§> Capital Structure

Note: this control was included so if subjects reviewed less than five submenu items and
tried to proceed to the response section they were warned.
Information Screen

The Company's stock is publicly traded over the counter and is held by
numerous investors.

AudHWan
You havent seen all the sentences on this
topic. Click 'OK' if you still «rant to leave this
screen or 'Cancel' if you want to remain.

OK j

CiDtsi;

.Aa<utii.'(0.pciar;£i4ri(M«a'

Note: this control was included to warn participants that they were attempting to leave a
submenu item before seeing all the sentences on that item.
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Response Section

Since you've completed all the audit planning
dedsians you may proceed to the 'Biographical
Infonnatian' section.

O Docui

O Make -

® Selec

o

If

Upon entering this section you will be allowed to
review your responses one last time. Then you
vrill not be able to come back to change your
responses or access case information.
Please proceed to the 'Biographical Information'
section when you are ready.

O Biogr

Once participants completed their risk assessments, budgets, and audit procedure
selections this prompt notified them of the biographical information section.
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APPENDIX E - CASE MATERIALS, BIOGRAPHICAL SECTION
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Please review this screen before proceeding. H you find errors in your responses,
please dick the button to return to the Response Menu. Otherwise, dick the button
labeled 'Continue.'

Slotting

Inherent Risk Assessment

Statf Resourcgg

Bfidi

ConMcttw

(112-M. 3+1)

(0-100)

UnmenDonal

Mi»tate<ner(s

I.S.

(nientianal
Misslateflients

rs

Stalf Levete

HqW»

CorfimB

Olhw

0
KewirS«rff

8

T"

-5»mgchle«
0 • same
-^5 * much moie

m

Liig(KSiMMr

ii«W9'S«ida»
8
W»w»>toinow

"tt"

(JLSr. ttoMflsr

a
\

0^
^'^-Return.^.ReqMM

Change froai
Tfoical Audit

"T"
T"
a
It
2'

- Ganlihiir»>.'

First screen used to review responses.

Retponxe Review (continued) -

The Inlawing ii—iMiTrr youi rankmgt and 100 point alocations
for accounts leceiyable audit pfocedurex for Peak Manufacturing:

Rank

••

•
•
oo

Detniwie dl leceivsbin pledged,

fdctaed. or sold die beated pcopeiV

Ensue pcocw tteatment of al related paty ules and A^R.
T est cutotf of sales, sales returns, and cash rece^ at yea end

••
••
p® 1

Teste»stencsaf sales

Itaong details from the sales lound to the si^ipiMng documents

Review the reconciation of the subMget to the GL and investigate unustjal jtems.

^
h

^

1^
I'

1
1 ^6 1 Review the AH ledgei. cash recefitsiounal.and sales jound for large ot unusual items:
1
1 Perform analytKal procedures on the alowance. bad debts, and aging of receivables.
18 1 Exarnne evidence of subsequent payment lor passive carAinalions not returned
1
1 19 1 Examne luDpocfng dooxnents for positive confrmatiare not returned
Review sales return after yeai-end to determirw the effect on the AR balance.

Second screen used to review responses.

Given yoia audk plan (Le. staffing and audft
procedutes) MMficate below youi aifeiiewnt
of ttie audS risk foe Accounts Receivalile
(le. Uie tkeBnod of a laisstaleiwnt e«iit»»g
in A/R after rnaplrting Ifie aiafll.

Confiilwica m Rilfc AneiwX
What is yaw degree ol confidence oc
uncertaMy «tiout this risk assestaeni?

Scale Value

Scale Vakie

100
Low

Higli

Audit risk assessment screen.

other Information

Given fout air
pcoceduiesl •;!3^
of tfie audit ri
O-e. die Eked
in A/R aflef c

o

Sttigrapbt^ farfotmatfwi
Once you continue past this point you will not
be able to go back and change your responses
or review the materials! If you are sure you
want to continue, press 'OK', otherwise press
'Cancel.'

•:oic-

m
Low

First point of no return.

8*»»ent
snce Of
essownt?

Medium '

"Higir

100

NUi I*

Confident

Cowptetelf
Corrfidenk
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Yean
1. Pleaxe indkale. in the bos at right, how Mny total
yean of audMng eeperience JFOM have.

I

2. Pleass imfecate, in the boaes below, how MCIIF jpem
you have held each of Uie tofawing audMing putition*:
Staff
Seniof
Manage!

ql

Seniac Manager

K
dl

Othet (pleate describe below)

3. Please imCcate. in the boi below, what tiaining you have had (o
specifically assist you in detecting financtal stateacflt fiaud:

General experience data.

Bhtgf>pl>fc«Hiifittni«Hop
Note; For the fallowing questions, please count each
annual audit of the same client as a separate audit)
1.

Audits

On appcoioMtely how aany audfts hav« you worked?
rf ou c^n mitnale this by taking yotx avetage nuitet of cienis pef
yea and mutjplyng by the nunba of yeas yo(/ve been audttvl

2.

On how many audits have you petfomed (at supervised)
Ute audit planning pfoceduies. e.g.. asteiiing lisfc.
preparing budgets, and selecting audit pioce^es?

3.

On how many audits of nanufactur^ clients have jrou

K

wodced?

On how many audits of Mnufacturaig cSents that are
simiar in SM as Peafc Manufacliatng have you woriied?

'1°

On how many audits have you worked where intenliattal
ntsstateaents (e.g. financtal statemnt fraud or excessively
biased reportingl were detected?

{l

Specific experience data.

Yott ^leAst to
la^ei^ Tenr^'.

Item leim.te^

Inherent Risk of
INTENTIONAL
Misstatement

Inherent Risk of
UNINTENTIONAL
Misstatement

NOTE:

The risk of a matenol misstatement af the dienf s
finandai statements generated through an intentional
manipulation of the account balances, e.g.. finandai
statement fraud or excessivelybiased reporting.
The nsk of a matenal misstatement generated
unintentionally in the client's fina/idal statements,
e.g.. an error.

Both Inherent nsk concepts above are independent
of internal contrals or audit tests.

::Caniiaae':^>'':

Definitions given to all participants

For the;fot(o«rin9;TMpan8:es. imaginB. ft TYPICAL medjtiniTStzed
- mamrfac(iiiui9'c£ent'iirfiere contrals were.'nolteKed'on:

In rowpatiion with a typical auifit. rate ttm lixfc of
intentional aisstateaent in A/R as inficaied by the
caie Bateriaix.

0
-5
Much I
than a typicai

auA

mm

]S]

About the
saae as a
typical auctt

Much higher
than a typical
audit

•.tlBOW.-

EsntiMie »

li

Comparison of case materials with typical client with respect to fraud risk.

fltenCTi^tfertiateiiwrtloo:
: Faril>a;totta)|rii^;riB[spppsa^;'^
inaiurfaclun^
In rnwpiaiinii tnUi a typical audk IMMI
dki the INCENTIVES 9ven to
•anageaeni at Peak Mfg. affect the
BieHwad of intentional aitstateaent
nA/R7

In coaparison with a tirpical audit hoa
dU the CONDITIONS and CONTROLS
at Peak Mfg. affect the fteHiood of
intentional aixstateaent in A/R?

i-m*5

•5
Significantly
d^ease
fteBtood

No noticealile
dWetence

Significantly
incteate
HceOiood

.5

•5

Significantiy
decieaie
HceShood

No noticeatile
dVfeience

Significantly
increate
BceSiood

First manipulation check screen.

Far tb9;fq(liiM^;responses^ imagina-a TYPiGALmaduim'sized
manofacbfing ciiant i«itisi»'raBlrot7 wars; aet

In coaipdfisan with a tfiMcal audit how
(U the ATTITUDES or VALUES of
•anageaeni al Peak Mfg. affect the
HieliMKid of intentional Mntateaent

In comparixon »)Ah a typical audit how
did the MANAGEMENT STYLE ai Peak
Mfg affect Ifie Skefihood of intentional
•itttateaent in AR7

•5

-5

InAAl?

m

•5

HE

Significatilly
No itoticeable
decreate
difference
fteShood fteSiMd

, << . gacfc.,.

Second manipulation check screen.

m
Significantly
incteaxe

mE
Significantly
ideate
Bkefitood

. . Teow ;\

No noticeable
(fiffetence

.. .•.Eonfimie-.

*s
23
Significantly
increate

likelihood

Biographical InformaMon

Fbrtherfollowmg re^
inmguisaTyPKXAL mediiim*sized'
' nMuiafBcliifmg dient whsift'caBlrols wem:aat reRednir.
In cuaparinm oMi a tyfiical audK how
In notmiioti vriHi a lipacal audtt how
did Ihe MAMASEMEHT STYLE al PeA
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Second point of no return.
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First effectiveness rating screen for various audit procedures.
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Second effectiveness rating screen for various audit procedures.
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Third effectiveness rating screen for various audit procedures.
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Fmal Screen Fmaf Screen- Fmal Screen Rnal Screen

Did you use the *Pause* key
for any reason olher than an
ewrgencf ?

• Yet
Q

If fOM acmraf was *YBX' — pleats
eiplain in the box befam.

Have you takod •riUi anyone
about Utts case eithef b^ote
or during caapletion ol it?

Q] Yes

PI Wn

Have you leviewed any of the Q Yes
case aaleriais priof to
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O No
if any of your Jiuweii above were "Yes"
- please esplan in the bos behm.

EXfT
Data checks for improper participation.

Biographical Information

Rnal-Screen- Finaf-Screen final-Screen HnaJ Screen
IhWtfcBt
Thanic you very much for taking the time to
complete this case study. Your assistance is
greatly appreciated. The program just recorded
your responses on the disk. Ft-EASE RETURN
THIS DISK TO I^E IN THE DISK MAJLER-YOUR
RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT CONRDENTIAL. If
you vrish to contact me please call: Mark
Zmbelman at(520| 621-3743.

©

Final exit screen.
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